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ROLLINS LATIN DIPLOMA, 1949
Translation: The President and Trustees of Rollins College give greetings in the (name of the)
Lord to all who are about to read this diploma. Let it be known that we have resolved (we
are pleased) to honor
, a candidate for the first
degree on account of his/her merits, with the title and degree of Bachelor of Arts, and to
him/her we give all the privileges, rights, and distinctions, honors, and esteem which pertain to the same degree in these United States and the world over. In witness whereof we
attach to this diploma the seal of the college and our signatures. This was presented at the
College in Winter Park in the state of Florida on the .
day of (month),
A.D.
and in the
year of the American Republic.
Signed by the Dean, President, and Secretary
PRAESES ET CVRATORES COLLEGII ROLLINSENSIS
OMNIBVS HAS LITTERAS PERLECTVRIS
SALVTEM IN DOMINO
NOTVM SIT QVOD
GRADVS PRIMI CANDIDATVM PER PROFESSORVM COMMENDATIONEM PRO EIVS MERITIS
TITVLO GRADVQVE ARTIVM BACCAIAVREI PIACVTT NOBIS ADORNARE EIQVS OMNIA IVRA
PRMLEGIA OFFICIA INSIGNIA AD HVNC GRADVM PERTINENTIA DEDIMVS. IN CVTVS REI
TESTIMONIVM HIS UTTERIS COLLEGII SIGILLO IMPRESSIS NOMINA NOSTRA SVBSCRIPSIMVS.
DATVM, HIBERNI VIRIDARII IN REPVBLICA FLORIDA DIE MENSIS MAII XXVI ANNO DOMINO
MCMLXXXV ET COLLEGII CENTESIMO

Richard F. Trismen
SCRIBA

Thaddeus Seymour
PRAESES

ROLLINS LATIN DIPLOMA, 1985
Translation: The President and Trustees of ROLLINS COLLEGE to all who are about to read
this diploma send Greetings in the Lord. Let it be known that
a candidate of the first rank upon recommendation of the Faculty and on behalf of his or
her merits it is pleasing for us to adorn with the title and rank of Bachelor of Arts, with all
the rights, privileges, and signal obligations thereunto appertaining. In witness whereof, we
hereunto affix our signatures on this diploma, which has been impressed with the seal of
the College, given in Winter Park in the state of Florida on the
day of
in the year
A.D. and in the centennial year of the College.
Signed by the Secretary of the Board of Trustees and President
THE ALUMNI RECORD

1985—What a year it's been already!
The fun began in March with a
Reunion celebration that surpassed all
others in terms of both fun and
attendance. Nearly 400 alumni returned
to their alma mater to reminisce with
old classmates and help kick-off the
College's Centennial celebration.
In addition to graduating the last
class of its first century, Rollins passed
two other important milestones in its
one hundred year history this spring—
the opening of the new multi-million
dollar Olin Library, funded by a grant
from the Olin Foundation, and the
accreditation of the Crummer Graduate
School of Business by the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business. This issue of The Alumni
Record takes a close look at these two
fine facilities which testify to the
continuing tradition of academic
excellence at Rollins.
The First Century Class received
diplomas in Latin, reinstituting a
tradition dating back to the earliest
Rollins commencement ceremonies. As
Rollins celebrates its Centennial, this
symbol is a fitting acknowledgement of
the College's heritage and renewed
commitment to the Classics as an
important ingredient in the liberal arts
curriculum. The English translations of
both the old and new Rollins Latin
diplomas appear on this page.
During the weekend of November
4th, the entire college community will
join in celebration of the College's
100th birthday. We hope you'll be able
to join us for this very special occasion.
-M.W.W.
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MISSION
ACCOMPLISHED
Crummer receives
AACSB Accreditation
The Accreditation:
A mark of excellence
On April 16, 1985, the Roy E.
Crummer Graduate School of
Business at Rollins College
received official accreditation from the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB).
Crummer becomes the 15th school in
the nation and the first in Florida to be
separately accredited by AACSB,
joining the following 14 accredited
graduate schools of business:
Harvard University
Graduate School of Business
Stanford University
Graduate School of Business
Dartmouth College
The Amos Tuck School of Business
University of Rochester
Graduate School of Business
Columbia University
Graduate School of Business
New York University
Graduate School of Business
Cornell University
Cornell Graduate School
of Management
Duke University
Fuqua School of Business
University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business
Atlanta University
Graduate School of Business
University of Virginia
Colgate Darden Graduate School
of Business

Vanderbilt University
Owen Graduate School
University of California, Los Angeles
Graduate School of Management
Northwestern University
J.L. Kellogg Graduate School
AACSB is a non-profit corporation
comprised of member organizations and
institutions devoted to the promotion
and improvement of higher education
for business administration and
management. The Assembly established
standards for membership in 1919 and
is recognized by the Council on
Postsecondary Education and by the
Office of Postsecondary Education, U.S.
Department of Education, as the sole
accrediting agency for baccalaureate and
master's degree programs in business
administration and accounting.
The accreditation of Crummer is the
culmination of a five-year goal by
Rollins and the Crummer faculty,
headed by Dean Martin Schatz, to
strengthen the business program at the
graduate level. In 1980, Rollins dropped
its undergraduate business major in
favor of graduate-level studies. "The
philosophy," said Schatz, "was to
reaffirm our liberal arts tradition, and at
the same time, emphasize business as a
graduate course of study. We feel that
students with a broad liberal arts
background make the best candidates
for our MBA program."
Crummer currently has approximately
500 students enrolled in full-time, parttime and executive MBA programs.
"Since 1980, our concentration at the
graduate level has been on recruiting
top faculty and students, building
newer and better resources, and adding
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to our corporate scholarship program,"
said Schatz.
The stamp of approval from AACSB
will give Rollins a nationally prominent
school of business and make Crummer
more competitive with other top
schools in the Southeast, such as Duke
and Vanderbilt.
"Since most of our students choose
to remain in Florida after graduation,
we offer excellent management
recruiting potential," Schatz said.
The AACSB accreditation team took a
look at every aspect of the Crummer
academic program. "They looked at
course content of the MBA program,
materials used, computer resources,
quality of the student body, faculty
publications and research projects,
library facilities, and student GMAT
scores," explained Schatz. "In virtually
every area, we were able to show
improvement." Since Schatz became
Dean at Crummer in 1979, the faculty
has grown from five to 15, all of whom
are full professors and have published
textbooks in their field. GMAT scores
for students entering the program have
increased by 20 percentage points, and
the library collection offers more than
17,000 volumes, including the entire
business "core" list published by
Harvard University. Schatz says he
expects library resources to double in
the next five years.
According to Schatz, 628 schools are
members of AACSB, but only 240 are
accredited. He considers the 15
accredited at the graduate level only to
be the best business schools in the
country. "This recognition will
underscore our efforts to provide the
best quality education available in
Florida," he said.

The School:
A quality program with
a rich history
History and Organization
Graduate business education was
introduced at Rollins College
in 1957 with the establishment
of a part-time MBA program.
Approximately 30 students attended the
36 semester-hour program during the
first term.
The program prospered during the
following years, reaching an important
benchmark in 1964 when Roy E.
Crammer, a wealthy financier and
Winter Park resident, gave a one
million dollar gift for the establishment
of the Roy Edwin Crummer School of
Finance and Business Administration
on the Rollins campus. With Gamble
Rogers as the architect, plans were
made for the new facility, which was
completed in 1965.
With the new Crummer School came
a flurry of renewed interest in business

education, and attention focused on the
development of a quality graduate
business program. The program was
revised in 1965 to include a five-year
BA/MBA program for full-time
students. To differentiate the two
programs, the degree offered in the
part-time program was changed from
MBA to MCS (Master of Commercial
Science). In 1970 the degree was once
again changed—to MSM (Master of
Science in Management)—to more
accurately depict the curriculum.
In 1979 the Rollins College
administration began a more in-depth
evaluation of the graduate business
program. The program was growing at
a phenomenal rate, and it was
recognized that in order to maintain its
quality, some preparations and changes
would have to be made.
Previous to 1980 the Crummer School
functioned as an academic department
of the College. In 1980 the faculty,
administration and trustees of the
College approved changing the status
of Crummer to that of a graduate

Crummer's two newly renovated classrooms are designed to encourage group interaction
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school which would operate as a
separate, yet integral part of the
College. This change called for the
Crummer School to operate a separate
admissions office, hire graduate faculty,
and establish its own academic
requirements. The creation of the
Crummer Graduate School of Business
called for expert leadership, and a
national search for a dean ended
successfully with the hiring of Dr.
Martin Schatz.
Before joining the Crummer faculty,
Dr. Schatz served as Dean of the
School of Business and Public
Management at the State University of
New York. He has an undergraduate
degree from the University of Alabama
in Metallurgical Engineering, an MBA
degree from the University of Florida,
and a PhD in Management from New
York University. Dr. Schatz worked in
the aerospace industry before becoming
a professor and entering academic
administration. He has published
extensively on management and
management education.

In 1979-80 Crammer's graduate
degree program was revised, and the
curriculum was changed to a standard
MBA degree curriculum. New graduate
faculty were hired to teach additional
courses and programs of study which
were standardized for all graduate
business students.
Accreditation
Rollins College as an institution is
accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools. Professional
recognition and accreditation is also
available to professional schools. With
the establishment of Crummer as a
graduate school of business within the
College, the School became eligible for
accreditation by the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business. In the
past, Crummer had been a member of
the Assembly but was not eligible for
accreditation.
During the 1979-80 academic year, a
commitment was made by the
Crummer School to meet the quality
standards required for AACSB
accreditation. AACSB first visited the
Rollins campus in the Spring of 1984,
and they were very impressed with the
history and growth of the School.
However, since Crummer had not been
a separate graduate school for the
required five years, the Assembly
delayed making a decision regarding
accreditation until April of 1985.
Curriculum
The Crummer Graduate School of
Business offers the MBA degree
in three formats: the full-time
MBA program, the part-time MBA
program and the Executive MBA
program. The full-time program is
designed for those students who wish
to complete their MBA degree in two
years while attending classes on a fulltime basis. During the first year the
student enters an intensive, lock-step
program to complete the core course
requirements. All core classes are
offered during the day. During the
second year the student is allowed to
select six elective courses while taking
the required integrating courses in
Management Policy and Management
Simulation.
The part-time MBA program is geared
to meet the needs of individuals who
want to earn their degree while being
employed on a full-time basis. Sixteen
courses are required for the degree,
which can be completed in three and
one-half years. Classes are held on
weekday evenings.

A state-of-the-art computer laboratory adds a new
dimension to graduate business study at Rollins

The Executive MBA program was
instituted to meet the needs of top
ranking executives (who have at least
seven years of management experience)
and company owners. The program
takes 18 months to complete and
requires the participant to spend one
week in residence each summer.
Candidates for this program are
sponsored by their employers. Many of
the best graduate business schools
across the country have begun similar
programs which have proven to be
successful. The Crummer Executive
MBA program is experiencing success
as well.
An innovative program was started
two years ago to meet the needs of
working professionals who want to
learn the basic principles of business
but do not wish to pursue a degree.
Titled the Management Program, it is
taught by graduate faculty and includes
the seven core courses: Economics,
Accounting, Finance, Marketing,
Mangement, Production, and Policy.
The one-year program leads to the
award of a Certificate of Management.
No previous college work is required;
however, all participants have gained
experiential knowledge from their
careers. Many Orlando area residents
are enjoying and benefitting from this
program. It has proven to be valuable
for employees both in industry and in
the non-profit sector.
Perhaps the most impressive feature
of the Crummer School is the quality of
its faculty, students and alumni.
Crummer's 13 faculty members each
possess impressive teaching and
publication credentials. Last year
student enrollment in the full-time
program jumped from 27 to 50—the
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largest full-time class in the history of
the School. However, the Crummer
School has not compromised quality for
larger numbers. The average GMAT
score for Crummer students is 525 and
the average GPA is 3.0. Upon receipt of
the MBA degree, these students are
being hired by the best companies and
firms in Florida and throughout the
country. Crummer boasts many highly
successful alumni who are outstanding
business and community leaders.
The Crummer School has also been
updating its facilities. The Edith Bush
Charitable Foundation recently funded
the renovation of two classrooms and
has given generous amounts for
improving the Crummer library
collection. Funds donated by
Crummer's Corporate Council have
been used to equip a modern computer
laboratory with state-of-the-art
equipment, providing one of the best
student-computer ratios of all business
schools: 11 to 1.
Crummer has earned an excellent
reputation with the Central Florida
business community. Last year the
Crummer Board of Overseers
established the Corporate Council in
order to develop an ongoing
relationship with the business
community as well as an additional
funding source which will enable
Crummer to pursue the margin of
excellence that will make it one of the
most prestigious graduate business
institutions in the nation. Corporate
Council membership currently numbers
90. Several of the major corporations
are funding student scholarships,
enabling Crummer to recruit some of
the most talented students in the
United States. Corporate scholarships
from Red Lobster, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, and Philip Crosby and
Associates have made a difference in
the quality of the student body.
The Crummer School has a rich
history and successful track record. It
has a strong alumni base in many cities
and in many businesses and
corporations. Because the Crummer
MBA is recognized as a quality degree,
our graduates are finding rewarding
employment and will go on to become
tomorrow's business leaders.
Crummer is well on its way to
accomplishing its quest for excellence.
High quality applicants and faculty,
improved facilities, and an updated
Crummer library collection are all sure
signs that the Crummer Graduate
School of Business will soon be
recognized as one of the best—because
it is one of the best!

The Faculty:
A team with outstanding credentials
Martin L. Bell, Professor of Marketing; BA
The Principia College, MBA University of
Pennsylvania, PhD
University of
Pennsylvania. Dr.
Bell was on the
faculty of
Washington
University in St.
Louis from 1956 to
1980. During that
time he served as
director of doctoral studies as well as
director of the MBA program. He has
organized and participated extensively in
management development programs for a
number of major corporations and
associations. He has written 12 articles
published in marketing journals, has
contributed to several textbooks, and is the
author of Marketing: Concepts and Strategy,
which is in its third edition.
Charles H. Brandon, Professor of
Accounting; BS Horida State University, MS
Florida State
University, PhD
University of
Georgia. Dr.
Brandon has served
on the faculties at
the University of
Central Horida, the
City University of
New York, the
University of Rhode Island, and the
University of Missouri. He received his PhD
in accounting and business in 1972 and is
certified as a public accountant in the state
of Horida. He has published in the fields of
accounting and management science.
David M. Currie, Associate Professor of
Economics and Finance; BS University of
Q
Florida, MBA
University of
Southern California,
PhD University of
Southern California.
Having previously
, |
served on the
'm^^^P
faculties of Stetson
f
University and the
^^^V.li- \ University of
Tennessee, Dr. Currie came to Rollins in
1978. He became a member of the Crummer
faculty in 1980. His publications and
research center on corporate finance and the
role of government in a free society. He
currently serves as one of five city
commissioners in the City of Winter Park,
an activity that contributes to his special
interest in public finance. He is a member of
the Financial Management Association and a
director of the Association for Business
Simulation and Experiential Learning.

Frank A. Dasse, Associate Professor of
Economics and Finance; BSEE University of
Michigan, MBA
Stetson University,
PhD University of
Horida. Dr. Dasse
joined Rollins as a
kT<
member of the
A%
"iF~J
Department of
^^L
Economics in 1976
H ^Vl fe^ ar>d became a
^^^" ^ ^^^^™ member of the
Crummer School faculty in 1980. Prior to
teaching at Rollins, he spent a number of
years as an engineer and manager in
industry and earned his doctorate degree in
agricultural economics. He is active as a
consultant to many agribusiness
organizations in Horida and writes a highly
respected newsletter on citrus marketing and
pricing matters.
Ralph Drtina, Associate Professor of
Accounting; BS Horida State University,
MBA Horida State
University, PhD
Ohio State
University. Dr.
Drtina is certified as
a public accountant
in the state of
Horida, and
specializes in public
financial
management. Before joining the Crummer
School, he served on the faculty of Lehigh
University and worked in both industry and
government. He has a number of
publications in the fields of business and
non-profit accounting.
Charles A. Gallagher, Associate Professor of
Management Science; BS Illinois Institute of
Technology, ME
University of
Horida, MS Florida
State University,
DBA Horida State
University. Dr.
Gallagher holds both
a bachelor's and
master's degree in
engineering as well
as a master's and doctorate degree in
business. He has considerable working
experience in the aerospace industry. His
teaching career includes ten years at the
University of Central Horida. He is the
author of a textbook entitled Quantitative
Methods for Business Decisions and serves as
vice president for the Southeastern Division
of the American Institute of Decision
Sciences.
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Theodore Herbert, Professor of
Management; BBA Georgia State University,
MBA Georgia State
University, DBA
Georgia State
University. Dr.
Herbert has recently
accepted an
appointment at the
Crummer School.
He comes to
Crummer from
Concordia University, having also served on
the faculties of the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, Memphis State
University, and the University of Texas. He
has published six textbooks on management
as well as numerous journal articles. He was
elected as a Fellow of the Academy of
Management in 1983 and is listed in Who's
Who in the Midivest and in American Authors.
Anthony Herbst, Professor of Finance; BS
Wayne State University, MBA Wayne State
University, MS
Purdue University,
PhD Purdue
University. Dr.
Herbst has served
on the faculties of
the University of
Texas, University of
Minnesota,
University of
Manitoba, and Bowling Green State
University. He has published three textbooks
on finance and many journal articles. He is
an expert on futures trading and the
functions of commodity exchanges through
the Futures Industry Association, Inc.
James M. Higgins, Professor of
Management; BBA Emory University, MPA
Georgia State
University, PhD
Georgia State
University. Dr.
Higgins has a
bachelor's degree
and a master's
degree in accounting
and a doctorate in
management. He
came to the Crummer School from Auburn
University. Since 1973 he has been a
management consultant to various business
and government organizations where he
works primarily in strategic planning and
human relations training. He has written
several textbooks on business policy and
organizational behavior.
Serge M. Matulich, Professor of Accounting;
BS California State University, PhD
University of
California. Dr.
Matulich previously
served on the
faculties of TCU,
Indiana University,
and Berkeley. He is
a certified public
accountant and has
written three
textbooks in the field. In addition, he has
written more than 20 journal articles and is
an active consultant.

Donald R. Plane, Professor of Management
Science; BS University of Cincinnati, MBA
Indiana University,
DBA Indiana
University. Before
joining the Crummer
School faculty, Dr.
Plane served as
head of the Division
of Management
« Science and
tlCl^^^^B Information Systems
at the University of Colorado. He was also
on the faculty of the United States Air Force
Academy. He has published five textbooks
and many journal articles. In 1978, he was
selected as a Fulbright Professor.
Max D. Richards, Distinguished Professor of
Management; MBA Harvard University, PhD
University of Illinois.
Prior to his
appointment to the
Crummer School,
Dr. Richards spent
25 years as a
professor of
>w
management at
t
Pennsylvania State
University. He has
written four books and numerous articles on
the subject of management. Dr. Richards is a
Fellow of the Academy of Management,
having served as president of that
organization in 1967. He is active in
directing management education programs
for top executives in the United States,
Europe and South America.
Martin Schatz Dean, Professor of
Management BS University of Alabama,
MBA University of
~?|fifet
Florida, PhD New
^'^EjL
York University. Dr.
11
Schatz served as
«§|
f
dean of the School
of Business and
Public Management
at the State
University of New
York before joining
the Crummer faculty. He also was a member
of the administration and faculty at Adelphi
University, Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
and New York University. Trained as an
engineer, he spent several years working in
the aerospace industry. He has published a
number of journal articles on management
and management education.
Julian W. Vincze, Associate Professor of
Marketing; BS University of Montana, MBA
University of
Western Ontario,
PhD Bradford
University
(England). Dr.
Vincze has been
employed by
universities and
industry in Canada,
England, and the
United States. He has been at Rollins
College since 1977, and on the Crummer
faculty since 1980. He has written several
journal articles and is a member of the
Academy of Marketing Sciences and the
American Marketing Association.

The Alumni:
Successful business leaders
Bonnie Smith
Bonnie Mclntire Smith is one of the
most outstanding business
executives in Florida. Through her
business acumen and dedication to
community service, she has made a
notable impact on the Central Florida
community.
Bonnie graduated with the Crummer
School's first Executive MBA class in
1984. For her significant contributions
to her class and the Crummer School,
she was selected to receive the School's
prestigious John C. Myers, Jr. Award
for Leadership and Service.
While attending classes at Crummer,
Bonnie was performing her duties as
president of Florida Software Services,
Inc. as well as acting president of the
Kirchman Corporation. In February
1984, Kenneth P. Kirchman, Chairman
of the Board of the Kirchman
Corporation, announced that Bonnie
had been chosen as the corporation's
president and CEO. The corporation
was founded by Mr. Kirchman in 1969
and has grown to become the United
States' leading supplier of banking
software systems and services. Bonnie
has full responsibility and authority for
the direction of the corporate level
activities and strategic programs for all
Kirchman companies, which include
Florida Software Services, Inc.; Omni
Resources, Inc.; Infoserve, Inc.;
Kencom, Inc.; and Link X, Inc. She is
currently overseeing a new project at
Kirchman called Florida Banking
College, which is providing educational
opportunities for banking personnel
nationwide.
Born in Frederick, Maryland, Bonnie
moved to Orlando in 1967 and attended
Oakridge High School. Having
completed her latest pursuit in higher
education by earning her MBA degree
from Rollins, she is already expressing
an interest in one day pursuing a
doctorate in industrial psychology.
As well as being an expert business
leader, Bonnie is an active community
leader. She donates much time and
talent to the Junior Achievement
organization, which she currently serves
as chairperson of the development
committee. In addition, she has accepted
a position on the Board of overseers for
the Crummer School.
What is Bonnie's formula for
success?—"Decide to be great and
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Bonnie Smith, MBA '84
establish a major goal for yourself, but
also contribute to mankind in as many
ways as you have attributes."

Robert D. Finfrock
Robert Finfrock is the president and
owner of Finfrock Industries, Inc.,
a company which manufactures
prestressed concrete products used in
building construction for commercial
and multi-family projects. Located in
northwest Orange County, the
company was started in 1945 by Bob's
father, Robert J.D. Finfrock, and has
grown to include 75 employees.
Bob received a BS degree in Civil
Engineering from Vanderbilt University
and an MCS from the Crummer School,
and he uses the knowledge he acquired
in both programs to operate Finfrock
Industries. "The receipt of the degree
was not the motivating force behind my
going through the MBA program,"
explains Bob. "I feel the value of the
degree was in the information and
practical concepts I learned which I
could immediately apply to my
business." He says the knowledge he
gained was especially valuable to him
since he was already making executive
decisions for the company and knew
which areas of study would be most
helpful to him.
Bob acknowledges that the MBA
program gives a general foundation to
build upon when entering the business
world and that each course has
different value for each student
depending upon the individual's
interests and skills. He is pleased that
the Crummer School continues to
emphasize the evening program for

Bob Finfrock, MCS '71

those area residents who work and
desire to attend school at night since
this arrangement was particularly
helpful to him.
Bob strongly suggests that graduating
students and MBA holders who are
searching for a new job take a look at
the long-range potential of a job,
pointing out that people often are
overly concerned about status and
salary and do not sufficiently consider
the skills and experience to be gained
from a particular job and the potential
growth of the position. He is quick to
add that there is no substitute for hard
work when trying to achieve success in
business. Bob highly recommends
continuing one's education as a means
of staying up-to-date on current
business trends and information. He
has returned to Rollins several times to
take economics courses since receiving
his MBA degree.
"Like so many pursuits in life, you
get out of the MBA program what you
put into it," says Bob. As one of
Orlando's most respected
manufacturing leaders, he is a stellar
example of this philosophy.
Bob and his wife, Ginny, have four
children, Allen, Bill, Danny and
Linda.

Joan Ruffier
Joan Ruffier, a CPA and senior
accountant with Colley, Trumbower
& Howell in Orlando, is well respected
as both a community leader and
business executive.
Joan has had an interesting history of
career development and can be
classified with an educational group
that has received much publicity during
the last few years—returning women
students. She has long been a

proponent of education, as is evidenced
by her attendance at Sophie Newcomb
College and her subsequent graduation
from the University of Florida, where
she received a BA degree in English.
She also attended the University of
Central Florida and recieved her MBA
degree from the Crummer School.
During the gap in time between her
undergraduate and graduate study,
Joan was a very successful volunteer
leader, and although her activities and
accomplishments are too numerous to
list, two of the most notable were her
presidency of the Junior League of
Orlando-Winter Park and her
instrumental role in the formation of
the ADDITIONS school program.
Several years ago Joan decided to
turn her business interest and
accounting proficiency into a full-time
career. She entered the Crummer
Graduate School of Business, received
her MBA degree in record time with
honors, and was on her way to
achieving desired success in the field of
accountancy.
Joan believes that the MBA program
is valuable to any person pursuing a
business career because it provides
exposure to many different business
areas. "I feel that my MBA experience
was particularly valuable because it
gave me technical knowledge to
combine with my liberal arts
background," she says.
"If someone possesses good
communication skills and has technical
expertise, that person can expect to
succeed in his or her professional
pursuits." She adds, "My definition of
success continues to change, but I do
think that some constant components
are the selection of a career that you
enjoy, hard work, and a willingness to
take risks."
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Although she has focused most of her
energies on her professional career for
the past few years, Joan has still found
time for her volunteer activities, which
include service on the Board of
Directors of the Florida Kidney Center,
the Board of Directors of the Winter
Park Memorial Hospital and the Board
of Directors of The First Bank, as well
as chair of the Education Committee for
Project 1000, which is sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce.
A most important honor for Joan
came early this year when she was
asked by Gov. Bob Graham to serve on
the Board of Regents for the State
University System of Horida, which
determines policy for state supported
institutions of higher education.
Joan is married to Dan Ruffier and
has three children, Bill, Margaret and
John.

Charles Hood
Charles Hood, a 1977 graduate of
the Crummer School, is the
president and general manager of Hood
Tractor Company and one of Orlando's
most successful young businessmen.
He is providing very able leadership to
the family owned company, is active in
the Central Florida community, and is
an example of the many Crummer
alumni who have earned an MBA
degree while serving in a key position.
The Hood company is an excellent
example of an American family
business which has succeeded through
hard work, ingenuity, and

Joan Ruffier, MBA '82

Steven High

Charles Hood, MSM '77

commitment to excellence. Hood
Tractor Company was founded in the
1950s by Charlie's father, Charles
Hood, Jr. It began as a Ford tractor
dealership selling agribusiness
equipment in Central Horida. In the
late 1960s, when Disney announced
plans to locate Disney World in
Orlando, Mr. Hood decided to change
the focus of the business from
agribusiness equipment to industrial
and construction equipment. With this
change in focus came rapid growth for
the company. Today, the Hood
company conducts 80% of its business
with industrial and construction
equipment, has branches in Orlando,
Kissimmee, and Melbourne, employs 95
people, and is preparing for the
opening of its new 28,000 square foot
headquarters facility in Lockhart.
The latest Hood venture is a car
rental business which is franchised
from a Canadian parent company and
will provide used car rentals for Central
Horidians. Practical Used Car Rental
opened the week of December 3, 1984
and promises to be as successful as the
other Hood endeavors with Charlie's
younger brother, John Hood, also a
Rollins graduate, as general manager.
Charlie describes his management
philosophy as follows: "It is essential
to fully understand all the components
of your business, extensively delegate,
be very selective in the hiring of
employees—especially those in
management, reward employees for
their individual efforts, and encourage
employees to develop to their fullest
potential."
Born in Osceola, Iowa, Charlie
graduated from Edgewater High School
and Florida Southern College. He is
married to the former Glenda Evans
and has three children, Monty, Ellis
and Evans.

Steven High is one of the Crummer
School's most outstanding and
accomplished alumni.
Steve is President of H.J. High
Construction which is located in
Orlando. He has full responsibility for
the management of the company, and
he is personally involved in the
procurement of new business, project
management, sales estimating and field
production.
The H.J. High Construction
Company, founded in 1936 by Steve's
father, Harlem John High, has grown
to become one of the largest and most
respected commercial and industrial
contracting companies in the South.
Last year Florida Trend Magazine listed
High Construction as one of the state's
top performing companies and
Engineers News Record magazine listed
the company as one of the top 400
construction firms in the nation. The
company's recent major Central Florida
projects include the new patient tower
and offices of Florida Hospital, the new
First Baptist Church, Calvary Assembly,
and the new International Laser
building.
A native Orlandoan, Steve attended
local schools, graduating from St.
Thomas High School. His academic
credentials include an undergraduate
degree from Stetson University and an
MBA from the Crummer School. An
active member of the Central Florida
community, he serves on the

Steven High, MBA '81
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Foundation Board for Florida Hospital
and is a Little League coach. As
Chairman of the Executive Committee
of Crummer's Corporate Council, Steve
recruited enough new members to
provide for a new computer facility for
the School. The Crummer Computer
Center is now the finest computer
facility for MBA students in Florida.
Steve believes that the Crummer School
has reached "that margin of excellence
that is so desired in graduate
education." That achievement is due in
part to his tireless efforts on behalf of
the School.
Steve has earned the reputation as "a
man who gets the job done, and does
it well." His business expertise,
intelligence, hard work, energy and
commitment have made a significant
and lasting impact on the Crummer
School and Rollins College.
Steve and his wife, Lynn, have two
children, Sally and Robert.

Blair Howard
Blair Howard is a third generation
wholesale distributor of food, paper
products and cleaning supplies. In
addition to keeping a busy schedule as
president of Howard Grocery
Company, Inc., founded in 1912, Blair
is an active community supporter. One
of his service priorities is working with
the Central Florida YMCA, and he
recently assumed the role of that
organization's president.
Having majored in political science
and history at Mercer University, a
well-known liberal arts college in
Macon, Georgia, Blair says he is
comfortable with Rollins' move to
emphasize liberal arts at the
undergraduate level and offer business
at the graduate level. Blair began his
career immediately after receiving his
BA degree and later decided to return
to school to pursue graduate study in
business. He says his liberal arts
education combined with his business
education (MSM 1979) prepared him to
effectively lead his company. He points
out that the Crummer program is
designed to give one a sound
foundation in all areas of business and
that he uses the material he learned in
these areas every day.
Blair attributes his company's success
to its quality products and quality
service. "Quality builds customer trust,
and this trust is essential for a business
to succeed," he says. "There is no
substitute for excellence and integrity
when conducting business."
Blair has realized career success at an
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Blair Howard, MSM '79
early age. He suggests that working
individuals who are considering
pursuing an MBA may find, as he did,
that there can be an advantage to being
established in a career while doing
graduate study. "I entered the program
knowing which areas of study would
benefit me the most," he says.
It took Blair five years of part-time
study to earn his MSM degree. "Even
though it is difficult to devote your
energies to your job, family and
graduate work all at once, it is a
worthwhile expenditure of time and
effort," he says. "I quickly acquired
skills which immediately helped me in
my work." He adds that graduate
business education provides a point of
reference on many business concepts
and topics which can be useful both in
professional business endeavors and in
personal financial planning.
Blair and his wife, Sara, have two
children, Jack and Greer.

placed with the Poughkeepsie Division
as a systems analyst for the
manufacturing of control systems. She
was recently promoted and is enjoying
her new responsibilities with the
company's National Marketing Division
in Atlanta.
Pam has been through several
extensive training programs with IBM
and reports that her educational
background helped her master the
training material more quickly and
completely. She says the knowledge
she gained in the MBA program has
proven useful to her in performing a
variety of functions, and she feels she
could apply that knowledge in any
profession. "The curriculum and faculty
at Crummer provided me with all the
skills that I have needed to accomplish
my career goals to date. I feel that

Pam Buckles
Pam Buckles, a 1981 graduate of the
Crummer School, is employed as a
marketing representative with IBM in
Atlanta.
Pam's interest in the high-tech
industry was heightened when she
participated in a summer internship at
NASA. The engineers at NASA
encouraged her to apply the skills she
was acquiring in the Crummer MBA
program to a career in this growing and
exciting industry. "Once I decided that
I wanted to work with a corporation
that manufactures computer equipment,
I decided that I might as well work for
the best," says Pam. "So, I applied to
IBM and kept my fingers crossed."
Upon receiving her MBA degree, she
was hired immediately by IBM and
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Pam Buckles, MBA '81
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Crummer has an excellent MBA
program. I have a number of coworkers
who are graduates of the most
prestigious schools, including Harvard
and Stanford, and I have found that I
am as well educated as they are. Once
you're placed within the company,
your work performance is the criteria
for promotion." She says she has
found her most successful colleagues to
be those who "have a clear idea of
what they want to accomplish
professionally, pursue that goal
diligently, and work extra, extra hard."
Pam was born in Springfield, Illinois
and graduated from Mary Washington
College with a degree in American
Studies. She returns to Florida
frequently to visit her parents, who are
Central Florida residents. She loves
IBM, and her long-range career goal is
to one day be in upper management
with the company. El

Management Certificate
Program accepting
applications
Applications are now being accepted
for the Management Certificate Program
which is offered by the Crummer
Graduate School of Business at Rollins
College. The certificate program is
designed to meet the business education
needs of practicing managers who do not
have the desire to pursue an MBA
degree. The program separates the
essential core of practical management
knowledge from the in-depth
specialization that many degree programs
require.
The program consists of the seven basic
functional areas of Management:
Accounting, Management, Economics,
Finance, Marketing, Operations, and
Policy. Each course is taught one evening
per week during a six-week term, with a
total of forty-two class sessions. All seven
courses are required to receive the
certificate.
The courses are taught by the graduate
faculty of the Crummer School. The
Crummer faculty has an outstanding
record of teaching, research, publication,
and business related experience. The
Management Program emphasizes class
participation and a high degree of
interaction between the students and
faculty.
There are no formal educational
prerequisites for the Management
Program, but all candidates should have
experience at the management level.
Sponsorship by your employer is a
requirement. The deadline for submission
of the application is July 1, 1985. For
more information, contact Anne Kerr at
646-2405.

A SCHOLARLY ADVENTURE
The Commonplace Book of
Edmond Halley
Every scholarly adventure has
its share of mysteries. Ours was
a chronicle of riddles and
puzzles. And we were a pair of
unlikely sleuths. In the account
that follows, we identify some of
the obstacles we encountered and
reveal how we succeeded or failed
in overcoming them.

Where is the manuscript located?
Halley's commonplace book is
owned by a gentleman in
England. As our correspondence with
him slowly unfolded, we realized that
he is a very private person. We never
met him, but he eventually made the
commonplace book available to us to
study at the County Records Office in
Oxford, and he gave us permission to
transcribe and publish it. We are
grateful for his trust and for his
generosity.

How did the study begin?
Our project had its origin in two
chance events.
The first occurred on a July morning
in 1979, when Professor Ed Cohen and
his family missed the train from
London to Salisbury. Instead of visiting
Stonehenge that day, they journeyed
down the Thames to Greenwich and
toured the old Royal Observatory.
Cohen was impressed by the array of
globes, telescopes, and other
instruments attributed to Edmond
Halley (1656-1742), and he became
curious about the great astronomer's
life.
The second coincidence came later
that year. Preparing for a winter term
course in "The Art of Biography,"
Cohen was browsing through an
edition of John Aubrey's Brief Lives—
first published in the seventeenth
century—and discovered a sketch of
Halley. What caught Cohen's eye was a
footnote, in fine print, that identified
"several MSS. by Halley; among them
a common-place book."
How did Cohen and Ross decide to
work together?

A

fter Cohen had completed a
preliminary survey of Halley's

How did we prepare for our project?

Edmond Halley

collected letters and papers, he became
convinced that the commonplace book
had never been published. One
afternoon he met Professor John
Ross—who teaches astronomy—in the
Rollins student center.
"What would you expect to find in
Edmond Halley's commonplace book?"
Cohen asked.
"Lots of things," Ross responded.
And that's how the partnership
began.
As soon as we located the
manuscript, we wrote to the owner,
asked his permission to study the
work, and awaited his response.

BY DR. EDWARD H. COHEN
AND DR. JOHN S. ROSS
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From the beginning, way back in
1979, our goal was to complete the
study at least a year in advance of the
anticipated return of Halley's Comet,
early in 1986. Even as we negotiated for
permission to study and publish the
commonplace book, we were applying
for grants to support our travel and
research. And while we waited, we
read.
The library faculty were wonderfully
helpful in identifying and acquiring
information about Halley. What we
found intriguing about the sources we
read was the wealth of material
accumulated through the years about
Halley's life and work, but the dearth
of insights they reveal about his private
self. The record shows that he was
born in London to prosperous parents,
that his father encouraged his
precocious interests in mathematics and
astronomy, and that he was educated
at St. Paul's School, London, and
Queen's College, Oxford. He left
Oxford—without completing his
degree—in order to make an
astronomical expedition to St. Helena,
in the South Atlantic. On his return to
England, at the age of twenty-two, he
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published a Catalogue of the Southern
Stars and was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society of London. His life's
accomplishments were many, including
the editing and financing of Newton's
Principia, and his fame was secured
(after his death) by the return of the
comet whose orbit he'd predicted. Yet,
as in the case of many historical
figures, little is known of his personal
life. That's what we hoped to learn
from his commonplace book.
More out of conviction than of
optimism, we had already booked our
flights to London when we learned, in
the spring of 1983, that we'd won the
first McKean Prize, a grant of $10,000
given to Rollins by Hugh and Jeannette
McKean to support a faculty member's
once-in-a-lifetime proposal.
What did we learn about Halley's
Comet?
Absolutely nothing. Ross, who
holds a Ph.D. in physics, knows
more about comets than most people;
Cohen, who holds a Ph.D. in English,
knows less about comets than
everyone. Together, however, we now
know more than anyone alive about
Halley's commonplace book.
What is a commonplace book?
A commonplace book, like a journal
or diary, begins life as so many
blank pages. Instead of private
thoughts, however, its owner inscribes
in it passages from readings and,
occasionally, reflections on those
passages. As the volume is filled, it
becomes a record of one's reading, an
index to the ideas that have influenced
an inquiring mind. Traditionally,
keeping a commonplace book was a
school exercise. Students would enter
topics—such as "ethics" or
"ambition"—at the head of each page,
and, as they came upon those subjects
in Aristotle, Cicero, Quintilian, or any
of the greats, they would copy the
words in the original Greek or Latin.
By Halley's time, however, the formal
commonplace book was no longer in
vogue, and youths in grammar school
and scholars at Oxford or Cambridge
were encouraged to record any
readings that stirred their curiosity.
What were our first impressions
of Halley's commonplace book?
Even after four years of planning, no
one can be prepared for the
experience of opening for the first time
a manuscript that is three hundred
years old. It was a cold May morning.
After flying to London, driving to
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Oxford, and, finally, making our way
to the County Records Office, we were
much too numb to feel any strong
impressions. We remember that the
archivist, Miss Barnes, directed us to a
table where she and her staff could
observe us; and we recall that her
assistant, Mrs. Woolgar, disappeared
into the vault and returned with the
aged volume.
Because we had been denied
permission to photograph the
manuscript, our immediate concerns
were the legibility of the writing and
the condition and length of the book.
One of those concerns proved
unjustified, for the commonplace book
is in astonishingly good shape. It is
bound in limp vellum, which has
remained supple over the centuries,
and shows little evidence of wear. But
even as we turned the pages for the
first time, our hearts sank, and we
realized the impossibility of transcribing
the entire work: the book contains
almost 350 pages, and Halley's
handwriting (at its best) resembles
Cohen's worst.
What plan of work did we devise?
As we became accustomed to
Halley's seventeenth-century
hand, we began to assess the contents
of his commonplace book. Cohen's
initial project was to develop a
shorthand index to the manuscript, an
account of every page and every topic.
Ross, especially interested in the
scientific entries, established a schedule
of priorities for transcription. As the
days passed, and as the complexity
of the project grew, we simply
constructed lists of queries to address
and answered them one by one.
How did we spend a typical day?
We were living a mile north of the
city center, in Mr. and Mrs.
Flanakin's guest house. Every morning,
after breakfast, we walked down
Woodstock Road into Oxford. By nine
o'clock the city would be alive with
students and merchants, and we would
be waiting eagerly at the door of the
County Records Office. We always
began by reviewing some question or
problem on our list of queries. We'd
transcribe for an hour or two and then
exchange places in the hope that a new
perspective might coax meaning from
uncertainty. Halfway through a
paragraph, question marks became
words, then phrases, then sentences.
We'd complete a page, congratulate
ourselves, and turn to the next. We'd
survey the difficulties—faded ink,
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words lost in frayed margins, sentences
obscured by the author's second
thoughts—and begin anew. At lunch,
we usually went our separate ways.
One of us might tour a college or
wander through the Oxford Market or
simply wonder at the punk rockers in
their fierce finery. The other would race
over to the Bodleian Library and fill out
fifteen or twenty call slips, so that the
books would be ready for us that night.
At two o'clock we'd be back at the
Records Office, not so eager as in the
morning, but still determined to reach
some unspoken goal. One of our
strategies was to save the peskiest
readings—words that resembled worms
and sentences that were merely
scribbles—for mid-afternoon, when the
archivists returned from tea. They were
in good moods, then, and we could
always coax Miss Barnes or Mrs.
Woolgar to take on the challenge of
succeeding where we'd
failed.
"That's a puzzle," Sue Woolgar
would say, taking a seat between us
and eyeing a word that looked like
"ssor" or "nehoc." "Could this be a
'j?' Could this be a 'v?' How does
Halley make his capital 'k?' Could this
word be 'disemboguing?' Is there such
a word?"
And we'd check the unabridged
dictionary at the back of the room,
discover that "disemboguing" is a
word, and realize that its meaning
matched the context. And while one of
us would quickly jot it in its proper
place, the other would direct Sue to the
next "puzzle."
And so it went, hour by hour. One
of us would yawn or stretch or rub his
eyes. The other would nod in
sympathy.
At five o'clock, we'd make our way
to the Bodleian. One night we'd try to
identify a watermark we'd copied
freehand from a page in the
commonplace book. Another night
we'd pore over the huge old catalogs
and track down the names of authors
and titles of books Halley had read and
entered. And yet another night we'd
work in Duke Humphrey's Gallery—the
Bodleian's manuscript room—sifting
through the notes of the Oxford
professor who last studied Halley's
papers, in the late 1830s. When the
Bodleian closed at ten, we'd head back
to the Flanakins'. On cold, misty nights
we'd walk briskly and silently,
stopping in at the Horse and Jockey for
a plate of shepherd's pie. On mild
evenings, we'd walk slowly, enjoying
the fragrance of the lilacs that line

unidentified works. Each presents a
scientific fact or moral aphorism, and a
few are distinctive as the earliest
expressions of ideas that Halley would
pursue past his youth and beyond the
pages of his commonplace book.
Transcribing all forty-seven paragraphs
was probably our greatest single
accomplishment.
Were there any sources that we could
not identify?

Professors Ed Cohen (I.) and John Ross proof their final paper on Halley's commonplace book before submitting it to the Royal Society for publication.

Of course, we did. On weekends
we enjoyed exploring Oxford and
the countryside. We watched the
students punting on the Isis. Ross
attended concerts. Cohen attended
pubs. One Saturday we drove to
Stratford and saw a bloody
performance of Julius Caesar. But
always, at the backs of our minds,
there was the commonplace book and
its innumerable mysteries. A great deal
of our pleasure came from pondering
those problems, from expressing them
aloud, and, eventually, from solving
most of them.

Of the entries on literary and
historical topics, chiefly from sources
published in the 1670s, most have
moral and ethical connotations. Even
from two lusty romances—which he
read in Italian—Halley extracts virtuous
applications.
The entries on scientific subjects,
although uneven in their sophistication,
are significant as a record of Halley's
first readings in science and
mathematics. There are references to
the ancients, Pythagoras and Ptolemy,
to the moderns, Copernicus and
Galileo, and to several of Halley's
contemporaries. Although many of the
entries in his commonplace book are
transcribed or paraphrased from
unidentified sources—including notes
on "birds & beasts & fishes," passages
on "silckwormes" and "gunnery," and
definitions of terms of "geometry,"
"cosmography," and "navigation &
astronomy"—the variety of subjects
reveals Halley's extraordinary curiosity
about the scientific questions of his
day.

What did we find in the commonplace
book?

What was the most significant entry in
the commonplace book?

As we began to identify the sources
of the entries, we came to
understand how broad were Halley's
early interests.
Of the sixty works and writers cited,
more than half are texts and authors
that he read in school, including the
Bible and the classic Greeks and Latins.
Aside from the Scriptures, his principal
source is Pliny's Natural History.

Most remarkable, and most
enigmatic, was a sequence of
forty-seven paragraphs titled
"Observations & Maximes." These are
especially intriguing because Halley
includes no references to sources: some
appear to be original; some seem to be
paraphrases of others' thoughts or
writings; some are obviously
transcriptions or translations from

Woodstock Road, and assess our day's
work; now and then, we'd try the
spaghetti special at Brown's. Nights,
Cohen would sit in a straight-backed
chair, with a portable typewriter on his
knees, and type our day's
transcriptions; Ross, propped upright in
his bed, would review our long list of
queries, crossing off one or two, adding
two or three.
Did we do anything for fun?
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One of the longest entries—and one
of the most sophisticated—is a
first-person essay on the ebb and flow
of water into the Mediterranean at the
Strait of Gibralter. Ross transcribed the
entire passage, analyzed its relationship
to Halley's work, and isolated every
clue to its authorship and date of
composition. Although Halley
published papers on the subject, the
narrative is clearly not his. On several
occasions, in the course of our research,
we thought we'd identified its source.
We're still speculating.
The source that proved most
intriguing—our greatest mystery, in
fact—was one that Halley identified as
"Silva." There are more than twenty
citations to "Silva" in the
commonplace book, and the references
are to such diverse topics as
"Mohametanism," "Avarice," "Water
Observations & Advice," and "Day of
the Birth & Death of Christ." From the
beginning—because several of the
entries are marked "de la Silva"—we
assumed that the reference was a title,
rather than an author, and that the
book was written in French or Spanish.
Tracking down a title proved to be a
difficult task. The catalog of the
Bodleian Library is arranged by
authors, and the computerized index to
the holdings of the British Library is
completed only through the letter "P."
In our vanity, we refused to ask
anyone for help. We were eager to
identify the "Silva." But we were
anxious lest it prove to be a work that
any scholar worth his or her cap and
gown should know. In vain, therefore,
we spent many long nights in Oxford
pursuing such a work.
By the time we arrived in London, at
the Royal Society, we were desperate
enough to swallow our pride. "Have
you ever heard of a book called 'Silva'
that would include this list of entries?"
we asked the librarian. He studied the
references, scratched his head, and
apologized. "This is a mystery," he
acknowledged.
We brought the mystery back with us
to Rollins. One afternoon in July, we
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The old Royal Observatory, Greenwich, England
thought we'd solved it. Ross, reading a
history of science in the seventeeth
century, discovered that Francis Bacon
at the end of his life had compiled a
little-known survey of natural history
and natural magic, Sylva Sylvarum. He
found a copy of the book in an ancient
edition of Bacon's collected works, read
it through, and found none of the
references on our list.
Then Ross discovered the sale catalog
of Halley's library, which listed more
than five thousand books owned by the
astronomer (including several cited in
his commonplace book), but no copy of
a work named "Silva."
In August, Cohen went to
Washington, D.C., to work on the
"Victorian Bibliography," which he
helps to compile each year. Early one
morning he drove to the University of
Maryland, his alma mater, and, as had
become his custom on entering a
library, he stopped at the card catalog
and checked the "Silva" entries. He
flipped through the authors and titles,
all familiar, and was about to close the
drawer when he came upon a faded
reference to a rare book: Silva de Varia
Leccion, by Pedro Mexia, published in
Madrid, 1602. He noted the shelf mark
on a legal pad, proceeded to the
periodicals room, and spent a long day
culling references to Victorian culture
and society. By four o'clock his eyes
were burning, and he was ready to call
it a day. But as he passed the card
catalog on his way to the exit, he
remembered the note he'd copied that
morning. He paused and made his way
to the rare book room. He filled out a
call slip and waited for the book. In his
four years as an undergraduate he'd
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never been in this room, a chamber
decorated with portraits of somber
Marylanders. He rubbed his eyes and
thought about the rush-hour traffic.
The book was set down before him,
and he opened it gingerly. The binding
was worn, the pages were brown and
brittle, the text was in Spanish. He
turned the leaves carefully, reading
without comprehension. Suddenly, the
word "Mahoma" leaped out at him. A
page or so later came "avaricia." Then
came "aviso para conoscer si es buena
una agua." Then "nascimiento y
muerte de Cristo." Cohen's heart was
racing. They were all there—every
reference—in one book whose title
began with the word "Silva."
Later, we learned that the Silva de
Varia Leccion, now obscure, had been an
immensely popular and influential book
in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Between 1540 and 1700, there
were more than thirty editions printed
in Spanish, twenty in Italian, fifteen in
French, and three in English. Marlowe
and Shakespeare borrowed from it long
before Halley did. Eventually, after
comparing Halley's page citations with
all the imprints we could find, we
discovered the actual edition that
Halley read, a text in Spanish
published in Madrid in 1669. That was
our finest piece of detective work.
What did we learn about Halley from
his commonplace book?
Although Halley is known
principally for his comet,
historians of science are fond of citing
the remarkable breadth of his
accomplishments, recalling that he
published papers on winds, tides,
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eclipses, gravity, meteors,
magnetism, evaporation, and a host of
esoteric subjects. What we learned of
him from his commonplace book is that
those interests, and many more,
intrigued him first when he was very
young. From our analysis of the
manuscript and from our identification
of the sources cited, we have deduced
that he acquired his commonplace book
during his grammar-school years, in the
1660s, that he made most of the entries
as a student at St. Paul's School and at
Queen's College, Oxford, in the 1670s,
and that he added the final entries, in
the early 1680s, after his return from
his astronomical expedition to St.
Helena. We now know that—in
addition to English and the classical
languages—he read French, Spanish,
and Italian. We know, finally, that
Halley read and quoted the works of
chemists, anatomists, mathematicians,
astronomers, astrologers, travelers,
church fathers, natural philosophers,
Italian novelists, Spanish chroniclers,
Portuguese historians, French military
tacticians, and Greek and Latin poets.
One June afternoon, when we were
transcribing a portion of the
"Observations & Maximes," we came
upon a sentence that crystallized for us
the significance of Halley's
commonplace book:
"A mixt education serves imployment
best."
Halley read and learned widely, and he
lived a rich and varied life.
Working on this project has enriched
our lives, as well, and has reaffirmed
the value of our careers as teachers and
scholars at Rollins. By chance, by luck,
by perseverence—by the generosity of
Hugh and Jeannette McKean and by
the support of all our colleagues—we
have completed our study. By our
experience, we have learned what
Halley knew three centuries ago and
what Rollins students for one hundred
years have come to understand: A mixt
education serves imployment best. H
Dr. John S. Ross, Professor of Physics
and Chairman of the Physics Department,
and Dr. Edward H. Cohen, William R.
Kenan, Jr., Professor of English, were
awarded Rollins' first Hugh and Jeannette
McKean Grant. The $10,000 awardestablished by the McKeans to enable faculty
members to undertake a "once-in-a-lifetime"
project—supported their research in Oxford
during the summers of 1983 and 1984.
Their study of Halley's commonplace book
has been accepted for publication by the
Royal Society of London.

THE OLIN LIBRARY:
A Landmark in Rollins History
On April 17, 1985, nearly 1,000
members of the Rollins
community observed what
could very well be the most important
event in modern Rollins history: the
dedication of the new Olin Library.
This day had dual historical
significance; for it marked a new
milestone in Rollins history as well as
the 100th anniversary of the

decision by the Congregational
Association to establish Florida's first
college in Winter Park.
The 4.7 million dollar Olin Library,
made possible by a grant from the Olin
Foundation, was tailor-made for Rollins
in the Spanish-Renaissance style which
is traditional to the campus. It is the
seventh Rollins building designed by
Winter Park architect James Gamble
Rogers II, who was "adopted" by the
Class of '85 during the dedication
ceremony.
The 54,000-square-foot, five-level
building contains state-of-the-art library
technology and will enable Rollins to
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increase its collection from 21,000
volumes to 300,000.
Upon the opening of the new library,
members of the Rollins community
were invited to place messages and
memorabilia, intended for members of
the Class of 2085, in a time capsule,
which was sealed in the building's
cornerstone at the close of the academic
year.
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The Rollins College library has
always been at the heart of the
campus . . . and at the center of
the academic mission of the students
and faculty. The first library building
was in Knowles Hall I (A) which also
housed the classrooms, administration,
science laboratories and various other
college functions. Other libraries at
Rollins have included the Carnegie
Library, built in 1909 (B & C) which
served the campus until 1951 when the
Mills Memorial Library (D), also
designed by James Gamble Rogers II,
was opened. The Olin Library will
double the capacity of the Mills facility
at a cost of $4.7 million. The cost of
good facilities has risen over time,
considering the construction costs of
the Carnegie Building, $40,000, and the
Mills Building, $525,000.
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1885
In its opening ceremony Rollins
College used half its library: a Bible
given by the Congregational
Church. The other half consisted of a
dictionary. Classes were first held in
the church but were soon moved to a
room over White's Store which was
shared with the administration. In such
crowded quarters perhaps it was
fortunate the collection was so limited.
During its first year, gifts, particularly
one of 400 books, increased the number
to a grand total of 500. The 1890 Rollins
catalog gives the charmingly vague
statement that the books that year
numbered "about 3000,"—a respectable
growth for the short period of time.
Originally called the Day Library after
R.L. Day of Boston, an early donor, the
Rollins library became the College and
Town Library in 1894 by an agreement
with the Winter Park Library
Association for a cooperative use of
books. A series of entertainment and
lectures was carried out for its benefit.
By 1899 this arrangement must have
ceased, as the annual catalog mentions
the availability of a town library and
reading room as well as the books
available in the Rollins library.
The library was a somewhat
peripatetic institution in its early years,
going from White Hall to Knowles Hall,
then moving to Pinehurst in 1896; to
the Lyman Gymnasium in 1906; and
coming to rest in its own building,
Carnegie Hall, in 1909, where it
remained until 1951 and the move to
Mills Memorial Library. Those very
early moves were probably less
traumatic than the move to the Olin
Library because the collection, though
growing, was still relatively modest.
A recurring observation which
appeared during Rollins' emicentennial
year of 1935 in a newspaper article has
a very familiar ring:
. . . But if the library at Rollins fifty
years ago was lacking in volumes, it
soon outgrew its quarters wherever it
was located. Considering its meager
origin it is somewhat ironical to note
that the library has been overcrowded at
Rollins for many years. Although
occupying most of the space in Carnegie
Hall, the library needs hundreds of
square feet of additional room, not only
for reading and study purposes but for
the actual stacking purposes of its more
than 44,000 volumes . . .

treasurer and a trustee of the college.
Later, students would occasionally
fulfill the role, at the magnificent sum
of $25 per year, to carry out the 1892
regulations.
Only one book at a time can be drawn
by a student, to be kept only two weeks.
If not returned in two weeks the student
is fined ten cents and one cent additional
for each day retained beyond this time.
One renewal may be had.
The use of the library as a study hall
is to cease.
The time for drawing books shall be
from one to one-thirty P.M. Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday; Monday
and Thursday for sub-preparatory
department and Tuesday and Friday for
the other departments.
During these hours books shall be
taken from the shelves and returned to
them only by the librarian.
Jane F. Fletcher
College Archivist

1985
The Rollins College library today
provides the campus community
with an accredited facility. Its
physical plant is pleasant and modern,
its collection well organized, and
requests for service skillfully and
courteously supplied.
The Olin Library building, with its
beautiful exterior tower and tile, and its
interior use of wood, maintains the
Spanish renaissance style of the
campus. The functional concepts of the
building, however, are truly modern.
The Technical Services facilities include
a computer terminal area where the
Acquisitions and Cataloging
departments share terminals to verify
the information on new order requests
and to catalog the collection via the
OCLC data base in Ohio. The computer
hardware room houses a DEC PDP
11/14 computer. This equipment runs
the software for an integrated,
automated library system including
circulation/reserve checkout and
statistical records, an on-line public
catalog with nine public access
terminals, and an acquisition system.
The modular construction design of
the building allows a free flow of traffic
and faculty and student seating,

Librarians had varied roles early in
the college's career. The first, Mr.
Henry Huntington, also acted as
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mingled with the book stacks. The 400
seats available vary, offering the choice
of lounge seats, single and double
carrels, tables and window seats.
Spaces devoted to student and faculty
research and study needs formed the
basis of all interior design for the new
building.
The collection is being reorganized
from the Dewey Decimal classification
into the Library of Congress
classification system. At the same time,
the collection records are being
converted to machine-readable form.
The Library collection growth and its
statistical profile reflect the liberal arts
nature of the college and the acquisition
policy decision to support disciplines,
not courses, made several years ago by
the Educational Policy Committee. The
present profile is: a.) General works,
psychology, philosophy, religion, art
and music 19.1%, b.) Language and
literature 21.9%, c.) History 19.5%, d.)
Social sciences 28% and e.) Science and
technology 11.7%.
The present volume count is 213,500
volumes excluding documents. The
major portion of the collection is in
bound paper copy format, although
various kinds of microforms are used.
Patricia J. Delks
Director of Libraries

Architect Brings
60 Years' Expertise to
Olin Library Design
James Gamble Rogers, II, was
studying architecture at Dartmouth
in 1922 when his academic career
was suddenly cut short by family
illness. Summoned home to Horida to
care for his family, Rogers turned an
apparent set-back into the beginning of
a career that has spanned 60 years.
Today he is recognized as one of
Florida's most prolific and highly
respected architects. On April 17, 1985,
at age 84, he dedicated his new project:
The Olin Library at Rollins College.
"The Rogers family is in something
of a rut as far as libraries are
concerned," said the jovial Winter Park
resident. "My uncle, the first James
Gamble Rogers, designed the Sterling
Library and a lot of other buildings at
Yale University. I did the Mills
Memorial Library at Rollins back in the
50s, and now I have designed its
successor, the Olin Library."
During his lifelong career, Rogers has
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left his imprint on buildings in Florida,
Ohio, Maine, California, Illinois and
Pennsylvania, not to mention NASA
tracking stations and U.S. military
installations all over the world. At
Rollins, his work can be seen in the
design of the Bush Science Center,
Crummer Hall, Mills Library and three
dormitories: Ward, Elizabeth and
McKean. As part of the celebration
festivities for the opening of the Olin
Library, the Cornell Fine Arts Center
hosted a photographic display of
Rogers' work.
Asked what the most important
design criteria in the Olin project were,
Rogers cited "harmony" and "scale."
"You must respect the adjacent
buildings and outside spaces," he said.
"We like to have a harmonious style so
that the structure will blend with other
buildings nearby. Also, the human
figure is important in the scale. The
windows and ceiling heights have to be
considered in human terms. You must
ask yourself if people are going to look
and feel comfortable in it."
Rogers feels the scale of the Olin
Library approaches residential rather
than commercial scale. "If you face the
front of the building," he pointed out,
"it appears to be a two-story structure.
Actually, it is a four-story structure
with a fifth-floor tower on top. We
managed to reduce the scale through
the use of gables, loggias, low roofs,
arches, windows and other decorative
elements."
The facade, which is typical of the
Spanish Renaissance period, blends
such seemingly disparate elements as
the Moorish-styled pointed arch and
the Romanesque-styled rounded arch.
No two window types on the front
exterior elevation of the Olin Library
are exactly alike. "Spanish architecture
incorporated styles that were brought
into Spain by its various invaders,"
said the architect. "The beauty resulted
from the way in which the free-flowing
elements were blended. They used a
very rich palette and exercised a
tremendous stylistic freedom."
Because the Spanish style relies
heavily on ornamentation, an unusual
level of craftsmanship is built into the
Olin Library. "The stonework on the
building has the look and feel of
traditional Spanish stonework because
it was cast by hand rather than
machine," said Rogers. "We found a
third-generation Italian stone caster and
mold builder who was nearing
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James Gamble Rogers, II

retirement age but agreed to do the
Olin Library as his last project. The
stonework for the massive archway at
the library entrance was cast by hand
and assembled on-site section by
section. Each section weighs between
400 and 500 pounds."
The glass artistry of the building is
the work of Orlando artisan Jim
Piercey. Diamond-shaped leaded glass
is used in combination with "bottle"
stained glass is ten pointed-arch
windows near the front entrance of the
building. "In Spain, they would
actually use the bottom of old wine
bottles to create that look," said
Rogers. "At Olin, the glass was simply
shaped and patterned after the 'bottle'
motif."
Natural woods play an impressive
role both inside and outside the
building. Massive cedar beams under
the front loggias near the entrance are
repeated in the tower study room atop
the fourth floor. California redwood
appears along the exterior railings of
the back canopy and in enormous
timbers near a rear service entrance.
Main doors are constructed of solid
Honduras mahogany, which Rogers
says will age nicely while retaining its
richness. "All interior trim is red
birch," Rogers said. "Of special
interest are the decorative pineapples
on the newel posts of each interior
stairwell." An international symbol of
hospitality and welcome, the
ornamental pineapples and their posts
were hand-carved by a local artisan
who also sculpted the two dolphins
which adorn a plaque on the front of
the building.
Exterior lighting fixtures for the
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library were personally designed by
Rogers and custom-made by Orlando
Forge Company.
Ceramic tile used on the front and
rear elevations of the building is from
Mexico, Rogers said, "because it was
the closest we could find to typical
Spanish tile." The front pattern is
geometrical, requiring four tiles for one
complete circular figure. The tile
patterning the rear elevation combines
triangles and diagonal lines to produce
square shapes.
One of the more notable decorative
features of the Olin Library is the
ornamental plasterwork. "We used
plaster castings and 'drawn' plaster,"
Rogers said. An example of drawn
plaster are the "ribbed" arches on the
ceiling of the entrance loggia. Delicate
plaster moldings are used also on some
of the trim work. Plaster castings in
numerous patterns may be seen on
most exterior walls. A particular
favorite of the architect depicts a sailing
ship that might have carried
Christopher Columbus to the New
World.
Clay tiles used in the entry-ways are
characteristics of Spanish paving tiles,
according to Rogers. "They retain slight
variegations in color, so that they have
a hand-made look," he said.
More than 50,000 clay roofing tiles are
used atop the building, and a special
standing-seam copper roof embellishes
the tower.
Most of the artisans who worked on
the project are Floridians. "We were
fortunate to find craftspeople who can
do decorative work in the traditional
manner," said Rogers. "Today almost
everything is done by machine."
According to Rogers, the Olin Library
differs from his residential designs in
one important respect. "Usually we
carry out an architectural theme on the
interior as well as the exterior," he
said. "There is no attempt to make the
library interior Spanish. It is for
studying and working." Rogers said
that the Olin interior is as modern and
as functional as he could make it.
Primary design considerations involved
the interplay between books, computers
and people.
Asked if he is now retired from his
architectural practice, the 84-year-old
Rogers smiled and said, "I still visit the
office everyday for a few hours. I tell
people that I retired so that I can enjoy
a 40-hour work week."
by Suzanne McGovern

GENERAL FACTS
The Olin LibrarjT
Cost:
$4.7 million, gift of Olin Foundation, Inc.
Grant covers cost of construction, equipment
and furnishings, and is the largest grant in
the history of Rollins College.
Size:
54,000 square feet, with capacity for 300,000
volumes and 400 study stations. The new
facility doubles current library seating
capacity.
Current Collection:
213,000 volumes
8,000 microfilm reels
7,000 microcards
7,000 microfiche
14,000 ultrafiche
1,350 periodicals subscribed
35,000 documents
Since 1908, Rollins has been a designated
Federal Depository. All Federal documents
are available in Mills Memorial Library,
which also continues to house Archives and
Special Collections.
Library Staff:
Library staff consists of eight library faculty,
three supervisors, 10 specialists, a secretary
and work-study students.
Architecture:
The Olin Library retains the Spanish
Romanesque architectural style seen
throughout the Rollins campus. Architects
are Rogers, Lovelock & Fritz of Winter Park.
Principle architect is James Gamble Rogers,
II, who also designed several Rollins
dormitories, the Bush Science Center,
Crummer Hall and Mills Memorial Library.
Construction:
Contractor is Walker & Co. of Orlando.
Construction began October 1, 1983, and
required 120,000 man hours to complete.
Olin Foundation, Inc.:
Olin Foundation, Inc. is a private foundation
established in New York in 1938 by the late
chemical manufacturer Franklin W. Olin,
who funded the foundation from his
personal wealth. The Foundation limits its
grants to private colleges and universities
primarily for total construction of new
academic buildings and libraries. Since its
inception, Foundation grants have exceeded
$100 million. Current directors are Carlton T.
Helming, William B. Horn and Robert D.
Moss of Minneapolis, and Lawrence W.
Milas of New York. The Foundation
maintains offices in New York and
Minneapolis.
Computerization:
Effective January 1986, Rollins will begin
using the PAC/II Online Catalog System.
Computer terminals located on every floor of
The Olin Library will provide instant access
to the book collection. The catalog will

search for author, title or subject, or for
year, format and language.
Students and faculty also will have access to
volumes and documents at other libraries
through OCLC (online computer center).
The system links Olin with hundreds of
college libraries which participate in the
national interlibrary loan program.
A computer study room located on the third
floor will provide access to the campus VAX
information system. Four study terminals are
provided so that students and faculty may
access computer files without leaving the
building.
Bar codes on books and patrons' cards will
streamline check-out. Beginning in January,
the library will implement an automated
scanner system similar to those in
supermarkets.
Security/Protection:
An electronic security system will be in place
throughout the facility.
The library is equipped with early warning
smoke detectors and zoned sprinkler
systems.
Energy Efficiency:
The electrical system adheres to the model
energy code. Lighting, for example, is 2.5
watts per square foot. Exterior walls are 16
inches thick, with four inches of insulation.
Library Usage:
The Olin Library is open to the college
community 86 hours per week. Alumni and
the public may enjoy on-site use of the
library, or purchase a circulation card.
Library History:
The Rollins College Library began with a
Bible and a dictionary in 1885. During
construction of the College, the library,
classes and administrative offices were
located above White's store in the village of
Winter Park. In March 1886, the library was
relocated to the first campus building,
Knowles Hall. It was subsequently housed
in Pinehurst Cottage and Lyman
Gymnasium before moving to the first
separate library building on campus,
Carnegie Hall. Carnegie housed the Rollins
collection from 1909-1951, when Mills
Memorial Library opened. Archives,
documents and certain special collections
will remain in the Mills Library while The
Olin Library becomes the focal point of dayto-day library operations.
Rare Books and
Special Collections:
Rare books and special collections will be
permanently housed in the Mills Memorial
Library. These collections total approximately
13,300 volumes, plus letters, maps,
photographs and manuscripts. They include:
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Approximately 700 rare books and
manuscripts, including the second edition of
Alexis Charles de Tocqueville's "De la
Democratie en Amerique" published in Paris
in 1835, and the original manuscript of Sloan
Wilson's The Greatest Crime.
A 1200-item Walt Whitman Collection that
includes a rare first issue of the first edition
of heaves of Grass, published in 1855.
A 3,300-volume collection of Floridiana,
covering four and one-half centuries of
Horida history.
An 1800-item collection of books, letters and
photographs owned by Jesse B. Rittenhouse,
a staff member of The New York Times and
founding member of the Poetry Society of
America.
A 2300-volume collection of the published
writings of Rollins College students, faculty
and alumni as individual authors.
A 4000-volume collection of special
purchases valued at $75 to $150 per
publication. These volumes are part of the
library's regular acquisition program to
support various academic disciplines of the
College.
Since the 1880s, Rollins has been collecting
important books, periodicals and reference
resources on Latin America and the
Caribbean. The basic collection had reached
5,538 volumes by the early 1950s. The
Bowers Fund, established in 1951, and the
Tinker Fund, established in 1959, greatly
enhanced the collection. In 1983, the College
received a gift of $200,000 from the Sir
Harold Mitchell Foundation for the purchase
of books, periodicals and reference
resources. To date, The Mitchell Collection
has added 2,848 reels of microfiche, 9,091
reels of microfilm and 3,400 volumes in
addition to a $50,000 endowment for
periodical subscriptions. The Latin American
Studies collection is housed in The Olin
Library.
Interesting Construction Facts:
Included in The Olin Library are:
2,694
200
200,000
51,578
705
2,359
500
1,200
130,000
7,092
54,155
6,000

cubic yards of concrete
tons of reinforced steel
board feet of lumber
roof tiles
square yards of plaster
sheets of drywall
pieces of cut stone
gallons of paint and stain
feet of electrical wire
pieces of ceiling tile
concrete blocks
square yards of carpet

Landscaping:
50,000 square feet of sod
200 plants
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Not much longer than a hundred years
ago, Willie Wonka built his famous chocolate
factory. It was a place full of chocolatecovered inspirations where Ooompaloompas
worked day and night to bring a little
sweetness into the otherwise sour lives of
the city-folk there. Willie Wonka's factory
expressed his hope and belief in man and
man's worth. With the vision and creativity
of many Willie Wonkas, we now have our
own chocolate factory, the Olin Library.
Though everlasting gobstoppers may not
be allowed through the front door, the
library will be a place to taste the ancient
recipes of life simmering alongside rapidly
boiling modern technologies. It will be a
place to study hard day and night; a place
to share our insights and dreams; a place to
develop ways of improving our world. Most
of all, the library will be a constant
inspiration breathing new life onto our
campus. We are grateful for this gift, and for
the hope and trust it symbolizes in us and
our worth.
—A Thankful Ooompaloompa
Christopher Thorpe '86
English Major
Sarasota, Florida
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Rollins College celebrates the opening of
its $4.7 million Olin Library today. The
importance of this is something more than a
building and its beautiful Spanish
architecture. What's important is what it
says about Rollins and what it means for the
future.
The Olin Foundation gives grants to
private colleges for academic buildings and
libraries. Previous recipients include Colgate,
Johns Hopkins, Vanderbilt and Marquette
universities, which places Rollins in excellent
company. The library is national recognition
of the college's contribution to educational
excellence in the liberal arts.
The new library provides space for 90,000
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more books. Its computer is linked with the
college's research computer and also with
research materials from libraries throughout
the country.
Rollins deserves credit for getting the Olin
grant, and now the Olin Library is a fitting
salute to Rollins College.
The Orlando Sentinel
April 17, 1985
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One hundred years ago today the
Congregational Association voted to
establish Florida's first college here on this
high ground overlooking Lake Virginia. Our
dedication of The Olin Library is an ideal
occasion with which to mark the first
century of service by Rollins College and to
look forward to our next 100 years. The
building was made possible by the
philanthropy of the late Franklin W. Olin,
whose foundation provided a magnificent
grant of $4,700,000 to cover the total cost of
construction and furnishing. Such
generosity, motivated by faith in the promise
of young people and confidence in the
process of higher education, has sustained
Rollins from its founding. The library is at
the center of our community and our
academic life, and this new building testifies
to the central educational mission of the
College and the tradition of learning which
binds all of us together in common
enterprise. The design of the Library, so
brilliantly executed by Gamble Rogers,
epitomizes the coherent values of the Rollins
College educational experience. So we
dedicate a building and thereby dedicate
ourselves to a future for Rollins College
worthy of its past.
Thaddeus Seymour
President
Rollins College
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We dug some dirt, planted a new library,
and now we're going to see some young
minds grow.
Lawrence Milas
President
Olin Foundation

I am pleased to send congratulations and
best wishes to Rollins College, its students,
administration, faculty and friends, as they
dedicate the new Olin Library building.
When Aristotle was asked what he gained
from the study of wisdom, he answered,
"To do without being commanded what
others do from fear of law." I believe this
principle is as valid for students today as it
was when I was in college.
When we seek to do the right thing in our
lives, we emulate the qualities we admire in
others. Many of the men and women whose
wisdom, decency, or even heroism guide us
are to be found in the pages of great books.
Your new Olin Library building will offer
you such companions. They can inspire and
motivate you, and generations of students to
come. I wish for each of you the rich
experience of learning, and the challenge
that the Olin Library can give you.
Ronald Reagan
President
United States of America
April 17, 1985
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As the job market becomes more
competitive, it is increasingly
important for liberal arts
students to take an active role in
planning for a career early in their
college years. Gone are the days when
a student could put together a resume
during the senior year, go to the
college placement office, and be
"placed" by graduation.
Each year more and more Rollins
students are taking advantage of
internship opportunities as a means of
gaining valuable exposure to various
careers and work roles. Traditionally,
internships have been saved for the
senior year. However, the Career
Center at Rollins sees them as an
incentive for early career planning and
encourages students to participate in
internships as early as their freshman
and sophomore years.
"Exposure to the work world well in
advance of graduation is important,"
says Wanda Russell, Director of Career
Planning and Placement. "Internships
can assist students in defining their
career goals by allowing them to 'test
out' careers. Also, the work experience
can ease the transition from college to
employment."
In addition to helping students clarify
career direction, internships give
students an edge on the job market in
a variety of ways. Providing students
with practical work experience is
perhaps the most obvious of these, but
student interns also experience valuable
personal growth, including an increase
in confidence and self esteem which
can make them more attractive to
employers. Students who have
participated in internships agree that
one of the more important benefits of
the experience is learning how to deal
with people in a work situation. All
this adds up to a more marketable
student. Often internships lead to a
permanent job upon graduation, either
directly or through the network of
contacts established.
According to Melinda McDonald,
Assistant Director of Career Planning
and Placement, those students who
take the initiative to become involved in
internships before their senior year
have fewer problems securing
employment upon graduation.
"We rarely see those students," she
says. "Either they already have a job
lined up or they have gained the
contacts, experience and 'know-how'
necessary to carry on an effective job
search. Students who have interned
have a better understanding of what
they want and do not want in a career
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ROLLINS'
STUDENT
INTERNS:
Getting
Jump
On Career
and are more confident in the skills
they have to offer employers. They
clearly stand out in today's competitive
job market."

Carolyn Cray
With her interest in science already
firmly established, Carolyn Cray
got her first taste of medical research
during the summer following her junior
year in high school, when she was
chosen to participate in the Florida
Foundation for Future Scientists
Summer Science Training Program at

the University of Florida. It was then
that she set her sights on a career in
medicine, and although she enjoyed
the research experience, she admits that
at the time she found the thought of
being a medical doctor more appealing.
Carolyn followed her sister to Rollins
as a biology major and immediately
began exploring internship
opportunities. During the summer after
her freshman year she participated in a
two-week program at the Catholic
University of America in Washington,
D.C., where she learned the basic
techniques of culturing cells. She
developed a fascination for the subject
and followed up her internship study
with a sophomore independent study
on cell culturing.
The following summer she was
accepted into the National Institute of
Health's summer internship program in
the Laboratory of Human
Carcinogenesis. "Once they realized I
was a serious science student, I was
given more and more responsiblity,"
says Carolyn, who did everything in
the lab from washing glassware to
isolating DNA from tissue samples. "It
was a great opportunity to learn the
inner workings of a lab and to meet
and work with visiting scientists from
all over the world."
Carolyn says that her interest shifted
to research as a direct result of her
internship experiences at Catholic
University and NIH. "I found that I
really enjoy taking one isolated idea
and following it all the way through,"
she says.
Carolyn has also developed many
other interests since coming to Rollins.
"I arrived at Rollins very scienceoriented and at first I enrolled mainly
in pre-med courses. I'm glad the liberal
arts environment encouraged me to
branch out into other areas."
This summer Carolyn will participate
in a ten-week undergraduate program
at the Medical University of South
Carolina, where she hopes to study
immunology. As for the future, she
plans to pursue an MD and PhD in cell
or structural biology. "After that, I'd
love to work in a lab like NIH or
perhaps teach at a university and do
research on the side."

Dave Sarney
Carolyn Cray '86
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Dave Sarney's writing talent
surfaced when he was in grade
school, and thanks to the
encouragement he received from his

Dave Sarney '86
teachers, he has been writing
vigorously ever since. He recalls that
his interest in journalism was sparked
one summer during his high school
years when he read Hunter
Thompson's Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas. "Here was someone who took
journalism one step farther by weaving
it into the creative," says Dave. "It was
never just the assignment that was
important; it went beyond that—
something bigger. That idea intrigued
me."
"By the time I finished high school,
my parents had pretty well convinced
me that I was going to be a lawyer,"
he says. But some bad experiences he
had while looking for an internship
with a law firm that next summer
convinced him that law was not the
profession for him. Upon entering
Rollins, he changed his focus to a
career in journalism and immediately
joined the staff of the Sandspur.
One evening during his freshman
year, Dave went to the Career Center
to listen to several Rollins alumni speak
about careers in communications. It
was one of these alums, Sharon Lacey
'81, who promptly set him up with an
internship at a local radio station,
WDIZ. "I was basically a gopher,"
admits Dave, "but I made a lot of
contacts, and since it was a small
group, I got to see every bit of the
business." He offered to take on the
project of writing short album reviews
for the station, and these reviews
became the subject of a regular column
in the Sandspur called "The Five Minute
Critic."
After growing tired of knocking on
doors during the summer after his
sophomore year, Dave placed a

classified ad in the paper which read:
"Desperate college journalist looking for
summer work/internship that will make
good use of his writing skills." It did the
trick—his phone rang off the hook and
he soon had assignments with Florida
Business Journal, Nightmoves Magazine
and Music Magazine.
This past year, his junior year, he
and a friend broke away from the
Sandspur staff to create a new student
publication which focuses on sports
and entertainment. The Axis has been
well received by the Rollins
community.
"The Career Center gets all the credit
for keeping me motivated and pushing
me in the right direction," says Dave.
He recommends that all Rollins
students spend at least their junior and
senior years working closely with the
Center.
Dave has volumes of creative
writing—mostly poetry—that he has
done over the years, and hopes to
publish some of it as early as next year.
After graduating, he would like to work
for his hometown newspaper, the
Sarasota Herald Tribune. Always at the
back of his mind, however, is his
ultimate goal: "to be the next Hunter
Thompson/Editor of Rolling Stone."

Trish Patterson
A creative individual with broad
interests, Trish Patterson has not
found choosing a career to be such an
easy task.
As a high school student in South
Hampton, New York, Trish devoted
most of her energy to her first love, art.
After graduating she took a year's
break from full-time study, during
which time she did psychology tutorials
and attended college on a part-time
basis. The following year she entered
Rollins as a sophomore with the
intention of majoring in psychology
and minoring in art.
The liberal arts environment offered
her many opportunities to pursue her
varied interests and talents. In addition
to exploring new academic areas, she
joined the Alpha Phi sorority, the
women's crew, the chapel choir, and
the yearbook photography staff.
Concerned about her lack of work
experience, Trish went to the Career
Center to investigate summer
internship opportunities. She was
urged to put together a portfolio of her
creative work, and before she knew it,
she was scheduled for an interview
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with Rollins alumna Katie Folken ('81),
Marketing Director of The Marketplace
Shopping Complex in Orlando. "It was
a total disaster," says Trish of the
interview. "I was an hour and a half
late, and it went downhill from there.
But I must have had some redeeming
quality, because despite my poor
interview skills, Katie offered me the
job."
As Katie's assistant, Trish spent her
time promoting the shopping complex
to local hotels and tourist attractions
and coordinating activities with the
complex's 40 shops. "Katie went out of
her way to make the experience
worthwhile for me," says Trish, who
gives Katie most of the credit for the
success of the internship. "She placed
her confidence in me and kept giving
me more and more responsibility, to
the point where I was actually setting
my own schedule."
Although she is as of yet undecided
about her career, Trish feels the
internship experience helped her
develop the skills she will need to be
successful in any job. "The experience
not only taught me what's involved in
a big business operation—something
which I previously had no concept of,
but it also taught me a lot about
dealing with people. The positive
feedback I got from the people I dealt
with really helped boost my confidence
in my abilities."
Trish recently changed her major to
art history and plans to spend this
summer concentrating on art, writing
and photography in New York.

Trish Patterson '86
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Ed Dunn '86

Ed Dunn
Ed Dunn's decision to pursue a
career in international business was
clearly influenced by his father's career
as an international investment banker.
"We lived in six different countries
while I was growing up," says Ed,
who came to Rollins from Rye, New
York. "My dad's job always seemed
very exciting to me, and I guess I've
always known I would follow in his
footsteps."
Ed exhibited excellent job search
strategies as a freshman. Having put
together a formal job application
package, including resume and letters
of recommendation, he took the
initiative early in the year by starting a
correspondence campaign to New York
banks. He spent what he describes as
"the longest day of my life"
interviewing with New York banks
during spring break, and was
successful in acquiring a summer job in
a large international bank—just what he
wanted.
Ed was placed in the accounting
department of American Express,
where he spent much of his time on
the computer—inputting and analyzing
data, preparing financial reports, and
working on the budget. "I learned a lot
about the computer's capabilities and
was able to show management how it
could be used to gain valuable financial
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information," says Ed. As a special
project he was asked to look into an
area where costs might be cut. "I chose
to investigate a special phone system
the bank was using and found that it
was a total waste of money because it
was not being effectively utilized."
Ed hopes to work for American
Express again this summer, but this
time would like to get some experience
in the investment end of the business.
"The experience taught me that I was
not cut out for a career in accounting—
I'm not a number cruncher. At the
same time it reinforced my interest in
international work. The most important
thing I learned was the art of
diplomacy—how to work and deal with
people in a business organization." He
added, "I also learned what life as a
commuter is like. A bad subway ride
can ruin your whole day!"
Ed's outgoing and assertive
personality is reflected in his
involvement in a wide variety of
campus organizations and activities,
including the Phi Delta Theta fraternity,
the student government, Student
Outreach Service, intramural sports,
and the Ambassadors of the Olin
Library.
After Rollins, Ed would like to spend
two years working as an analyst intern
before going on to grad school. "I
know my summer work experience will
help open the door to both of these."
As for his long range plan: "I definitely
want to work abroad—maybe First
Boston of Geneva!"

The Career Center next pointed her
in the direction of the Mayor's Youth
Committee Program which places high
school and college students in summer
jobs, and it was through this program
that she found placement with
International Assets Advisory Corp.
(IAAC), an international brokerage firm
in Winter Park. "I fell into the perfect
situation," says Lisa, who has
continued with IAAC on a part-time
basis through her senior year. "Because
IAAC is a small, new company, I have
been able to grow with them and will
have the opportunity to work into a
permanent position with the company.
They've been great about allowing me
flexible hours while I'm in school
because they realize that my education
will be valuable to them in the future."
As an administrative assistant at
IAAC, Lisa's responsibilities range from
sending telexes to typing to organizing
international investment seminars. "It's
been a great opportunity," says Lisa.
"My boss is involved in a lot of
different things and he lets me get
involved in everything to some extent. I
even have my own business cards!"
Lisa feels her internship has
enhanced her educational experience by
allowing her to put to use the skills she
has learned at Rollins while giving her
new challenges and experience in a
specialized area. In addition, she has
made good contacts all over the world.
Next year Lisa will pursue graduate
study in the Crummer Graduate School
of Business while continuing her work
with IAAC.

Lisa Oetjen
An Orlando native, Lisa Oetjen
entered Rollins with a strong
French background and with plans to
pursue the language as a major.
However, she soon realized that a
foreign language major would limit her
career possibilities, so she decided to
broaden her scope by doing area
studies in international relations.
Lisa was encouraged by the Career
Center to get a taste of international
work through an internship. Intrigued
with the world of politics, she was
thrilled when as a junior she was
offered an internship in the office of
U.S. Senator Paula Hawkins. It didn't
take long, however, for her to become
discouraged with the amount of red
tape inherent in the political scene and
to come to the realization that she was
probably better suited for a career in
the business world.
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Lisa Oetjen '85

LETTERS
On April 9, 1985, Lisa Oetjen was
asked to comment on the Mayor's
Youth Committee Program before a
group of Orlando city officials and
business executives at Orlando City
Hall. She received thunderous applause
for her remarks, which follow.
Mayor Frederick, City Commissioners and
Businessmen and Women:
First, I must thank the Mayor's
Committee for inviting me here to speak to
such a vital group to Central Florida's
Business Community and its youth.
What has the Mayor's Youth Committee
done for me? When the committee asked me
to speak on this topic I began to realize
what a contribution this organization is
making to the Orlando area. Approximately
one year ago, I lent one day of my Spring
Break, thanks to Wanda Russell, Career
Counselor at Rollins College, to attend a
work shop encouraging Central Florida
Businesses to hire the area's youth. As a
follow-up to the work shop, the committee
provided me with a prompt accurate
schedule concerning the jobs that were
available in my major area of study,
International Relations. Interviews followed,
including one with International Assets
Advisory Corporation in Winter Park.
Thanks to the Mayor's Committee and
Diego Veitia, President of International
Assets, I was hired and immediately
embarked upon a learning experience. It is
providing me with investment knowledge, is
helping me to polish interpersonal skills,
and is also teaching me to work with a
group to achieve a specific goal.
The marketplace is dynamic and every
business person needs the proper tools to be
successful in this fast-paced business world.
College is one tool that helps youth acquire
knowledge about business. However, the
text-book can only describe what the water
is like, but until you test it yourself, you'll
never know whether it is hot or cold. I've
been given the chance to test the water, and
have accepted challenges in the present and
have acquired goals for the future. I've been
accepted into the MBA program at the
Crummer School of Business at Rollins and
plan to couple my education with a career
in International business.
As I look around the room, I see
optimistic business people who are striving
for a better future. I am only one spoke in
the wheel of opportunity that all of you
have created for Central Florida Youth. As I
stand before you, I know I speak for many
involved with the Mayor's Youth
Committee when I say Thank You for your
involvement. I only hope that this program
will grow even larger to reach farther into
our future. Thank you. E

years. Now I'm contemplating a switch to
brokering stocks and bonds. How's that for
Help! Help!!
a change?
Since 1936 I have wondered, pondered
The ability to learn how to learn will
and blundered my way through the Rollins always be a valuable trait of a liberal arts
diploma entirely in Latin. I see that
background; it's also reassuring to know
beginning May 1985 the Artium Baccalaureus how to distinguish a couplet from a quatrain
is to be reinstated. It would be most helpful and Plato from Locke.
to the Class of 1985 and to me for Rollins to
translate this Latin for us in a future issue of Michael C. Del Colliano 72
The Alumni Record.
Diploma dilemmas

Victoria Peirce '36

Reunion reminiscences
Many thanks for a splendid weekend
which created new memories while reviving
The Latin II class requests that you
consider the contents of this letter describing old ones. It was indeed a very special
experience.
the efforts of the students on its Project
Committee.
Marlen Eldredge Neumann '36
As our teacher, Catherine B. Stone, earned
her Master of Arts in Teaching degree from
Rollins College in 1972, an article appearing
We enjoyed ourselves hugely during the
in The Alumni Record, "Latin Diploma
Reunion—revelling in nostalgic reminiscences
Presents Classic Problem," was brought to
with classmates from '35 and '39 and others
our attention. Professor Heath is involved in from classes ranging from '32 to
expressing the items on the diploma in
'43—observing the improvement in the
Latin. We noticed, in particular, the phrases maintenance of the Annie Russell Theatre,
suggested for "Winter Park."
the Knowles Chapel and the "Beanery"
We decided to undertake a study of word (Skillman Hall), Chase Hall and other older
expressions that might represent the city.
structures since my last visit in '64 (Class of
We explored our linguistic heritage in search '39's 25th)—touring the new Library, Bush,
of additional phrases.
Warren Hall, the Enyart Field House and the
The members of our class compiled the
Cornell Art Center—chatting with students,
following list:
staff and several of the faculty—walking with
Dot in and around the campus and showing
FUNDI SERENI: Serene Grounds
her where the "Dinky" tracks used to be,
VENUSTA HIBERNA: Enchanting Gardens
where the fencing team platform was
of Winter
located, where we used to swim and dive
HIEMI RECESSUS: Winter Retreat
HTEMIS QUADRIVIUM: Winter Crossroads from the dock and platform adjacent to the
old Boat House (still intact but in need of
OPLTMATES CULTI: Cultured Society
restoration, if not replacement)—sharing
RECESSUS PERFECTUS: Ideal Retreat
HIEMIS LAETUM PERFUGIUM: Luxurious with attendees some of the best food we
ever ate anywhere, anytime (Jeffrey E.
Haven of Winter
Kownslar of Saga Corporation and his crew
PROPIUS RECESSUS HIEMI: Exclusive
at the Beanery deserve much praise for the
Winter Retreat
way they performed during the Reunion; I
TRANQUILLUM REFUGIUM HIEMI:
was also impressed by his attention to
Tranquil Winter Retreat
student complaints and suggestions as
HIEMIS OTIOSUS LOCUS CELEBER:
displayed on the bulletin board at the
Leisure Resort of Winter
entrance of Skillman Hall)—dancing to
We would appreciate being notified of the amplified swing rhythm at the Black and
White Ball—hearing the choir sing acappella
contents finally selected for the diploma.
during the Sunday a.m. service and that
The Latin II Class
"timely voice of God," Rev. Dan Matthews.
Maynard Evans High School
May I assure you that it is obvious that
Orlando, Florida
under the care of people like (those in the)
Administration, President and Mrs.
(Editor's Note: The old and new Rollins Latin
Seymour, the Alumni Staff, the faculty,
diplomas and their translations appear on
maintenance staff and security personnel,
page I.)
Rollins will continue to provide a Liberal
Arts and Science education second to none.
Laud for liberal arts
I thoroughly enjoyed the articles, in your Dick Camp '39
most recent issue, concerning the
continuance and strengthening of a liberal
The 25th Reunion Dinner for the Class of
arts education at the college. This is good
'60 was terrific, thanks in part to the
news, and I know what I'm talking about.
enthusiasm and dedication of the committee
After I graduated from Rollins in 1972, I
but even more to the sixty plus people who
began a career in government. I worked four attended. We had a great evening renewing
and a half years in the Massachusetts State
old acquaintances and, surprisingly enough,
Senate as a legislative and administrative
making many new ones. Here's hoping the
aide. Then I changed course and began a life tradition is carried on!
in broadcasting in Washington, D.C. That
career still is going on after nearly eight
Barth Engert '60
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BOOKS
THE FRESHMAN YEARSTRESS OR SUCCESS:
A COLLEGE GUIDE
By Judith A. Provost, EdD, P.P.I.
Publishing, Dayton, Ohio, cW84.
Whether you're a student leaving
home for your first year of
college or a parent depositing your
freshman at the dormitory door, you
shouldn't have arrived at that juncture
without having read this 74-page
college guide.
Sons and daughters who "ace"
exams in high school, who wend their
way through secondary school
confiding smugly that they "never
cracked a book the whole semester,"
are in for a rude awakening in most
colleges. It can come as an unwelcome
shock that while David was among the
best Washington High School
graduates, he finds himself in the
middle or even lower third of his
college class. What students and their
parents need to acknowledge is that,
contrary to the casual remarks of wellmeaning friends, college is not "just
like high school only more fun." It is a
larger gathering of equally bright
youngsters, and the competition is
tough. "The Freshman Year discusses the
stresses and pressures of that first year
so that you will not be caught by
surprise and can anticipate or prepare
for these experiences. You will learn
that these stresses and your reactions
are normal, that you are not alone in
having to deal with these issues and
frustrations."
Deans, counselors, parents, and
presidents share the concern: How can
we provide this particular student with
a freshman year that is challenging and
provocative without being traumatic,
threatening or overwhelming? How can
we help the student make the transition
from home, parents, and security to
independence with success and not
stress? While any college year is sure to
bring confrontations, concerns, even
life-changing decisions, freshman year
undoubtedly heads the list as the most
stressful for most students.
This working manual discusses the
major life transition involved, "leaving
home can be a tricky business ... it is
the big break from parents." The
student who anticipates and prepares
for the new experience, who doesn't
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try to deal with stresses, issues and
frustrations alone, will be more likely to
someday look back on his college years
as truly what it is often touted to be,
"the best time of your life." According
to Provost, Director of Personal
Counseling at Rollins College, "Going
away to college can be very enriching
and growth producing for the person
who is ready for the experience, but
nowhere is it carved in stone that
everyone who graduates from high
school should immediately go away to
college."
Provost invites a look at the student's
"growth map." "Everyone is on a
different time clock, but the stages are
generally the same." In elementary
school, you learn social behavior, in
high school you may learn to drive a
car, have a part-time job, learn money
management, gain a leadership role,
become more comfortable with the
opposite sex. But a student who has
been totally immersed in a single
activity—whether that be sports or the
computer—may not have learned how
to behave with his own age group and
"may not have much of an idea of how
to get along with peers in the
dormitory."
Students need to be aware of the
likely demands of a college career: an
increased workload, different teaching
styles, different examination styles, the
necessity for time management, and the
importance of balancing the study/social
life. Provost provides guidelines for
"how to study," "what to learn and
how to learn it," how to attack
homework, study traps. Social stresses,
too, will surface—how does one deal
with a roommate? with the variety of
campus activities available? with
dating? Who fares better—the
aggressive or non-assertive student?
"It's o.k.," says Provost, "not to
have all the answers, to be confused.
High School to college life is a major
transition, not to be feared but
prepared for." The manual, far from
frightening student and parent, is
reassuring, with suggestions and tools
for handling almost every academic,
emotional, social stress. It sets out
means of monitoring stress levels, so
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students will recognize the caution
signs. Above all, the manual says
repeatedly, 'Don't go it alone. Help is
available.' Almost every college has
career and personal counseling services
with professionals who are
sympathetic, wise, and supportive.
Every page of Freshman Year has
valuable information, suggestions,
reassurances, and guidelines which will
be useful to the matriculating freshman
and everyone concerned, however
remotely, with that freshman's welfare.
In fact, were it a college text, I would
be yellow highlighting practically every
line.
by Connie K. Riggs

EARTH PONDS
The Country Pond Maker's Guide, by
Tim Matson '66, The Countryman Press,
Woodstock, Vermont, cl982, 111 pp.,
softcover, $10.95.
This comprehensive guide includes
siting, digging-in, sculpting,
maintaining and living with a country
pond. The significance of water in
ancient cultures, the lessons of the
natural beaver pond, working with
contractors, calculating capacities and
aquaculture for beginners are among
the useful topics covered. A typical
aquadome installation and a catalog of
resources for the pond maker are also
featured. Matson photographed the
beautiful country pond scenes
appearing throughout the book. In his
prologue, he provides interesting
background information as well as
personal thoughts on the art of pond
making. An excerpt from this prologue
follows.
"I discovered the art of pond culture by a
fluke. A decade ago I was on the lookout for
a small farm in Orange County, Vermont, in
cahoots with my sweetheart, who had joined
me packing for the hills. On one rickety
farm we found an old earth pond. I wasn't
able to get near it because I was on crutches
after a skiing crack-up, and Diana couldn't
see much under three feet of snow. But I
figured the pond would provide good
therapy for my leg, and she was half-fish at
least. So we handed our savings over.
My cast came off after the snowmelt in the
spring, and I felt strong enough for
swimming. Alas, I found the pond in need
of restoration. It had dehydrated; the
sidepipe that fed it stream water was

clogged. So over the next couple of years I
tended the pond and swam my leg back into
good shape. I reestablished the smooth flow
of stream water, cleared the plugged
spillway, hauled silt from the delta where
inflow entered the basin, and stocked the
pond with rainbow trout. I set up a gravityfeed watering hose from the pond downhill
to the barn and garden, and for Christmas I
built a redwood sauna close to the shore to
enable us to stretch the swimming season
full-length between thaw and freeze. That
was the beginning of my romance with
ponds.
Naturally, according to the law of
thermodynamics, something had to give. It
turned out to be Diana. We sold the farm,
split up the trout, and rambled off to chase
our different fates.
Now, seven years down the road, I live in
a homemade cabin, overlooking a quarteracre apple-green pond that I sited, cleared
and carved in collaboration with a bulldozer
sculptor. Happily, not long ago I hooked a
mountain mermaid. Together we cultivate
most of our own food and collect all our
firewood and lumber, with some surplus left
over to barter with neighbors in the hills.
Seventy-five trout fatten in the pond, and
surplus water gravity-feeds a rich market
garden and a winter pig. Long-range pond
schemes include a fire-fighters' pump, a
small hydro generator, a wood-fired sauna,
and an ice house. Our holding will swell
with pond power.
Beyond this I've found a new dimension
in the pleasures of pond making. Of all the
bucolic arts and husbandries, pond making
alone seems to balance the forces that
animate the land—nature and man. You can
carve a pond and step back, as people have
done since the beginning of history, and the
pond becomes alive. More than a thousand
years ago the Chinese poet Han Yu wrote:
Does the bowl
in the garden
mock nature
when night after night
green frogs gather
to prove it's a pool?
Who says
You can't make a pond
out of a bowl?
Pond making was a sacred Eastern
tradition. Monks carved ponds beside their
temples and shrines to mirror the universe.
These shining objects of concentration
distilled the Buddha's message. Reflected in
the water the moon was pure illusion,
empty form. There was nothing to discover

--liar*. •

but the nature of mind. In the West, pond
making was first celebrated in 1559 when
Janus Dubravius, Bishop of Bohemia,
published A New Booke of Good Husbandry.
His intention was to reveal "the secret
commodities in making fish ponds, and
furnishing the same." Yet despite all the
practical advantages of earth ponds
Dubravius had to confess, "In our country
of ponds ... it may appear that fish with
their ponds were instruments more to feed
the eyes than for sustenance or food."
Thoreau's Walden was a later tribute to
ponds as objects of contemplation.
If earth ponds stimulate such rich
visions—and harvests—can't pond making be
seen as an art? (A little Buddhist simplicity
wouldn't hurt a bit either.) I didn't
appreciate this until I had built my own
pond and labored on several others. Then,
after watching three ponds empty through
faulty spillway piping, and comparing my
$850 reservoir with half a dozen $6,000
ponds of similar capacity, I could see why
the rate of contemporary pond making was
not rising along with the opportunities for
low-cost aquaculture.
An aesthetic independence is needed to
balance the super-pond mentality of
conservation agencies and contractors.
Otherwise too many new ponds will wind
up in impossible sites with earth
embankments sticking up like sore thumbs,
pierced with superfluous piping dripping
inside and out. Recently, one of our
country's best pond builders went broke.
"Not enough business," he said. "Who can
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afford it?" At six thousand bucks, few
indeed.
But I have a thriftier vision: a patchwork
sea of homemade pond sculptures across the
land."

In 1978 Tim Matson's book Pilobolus
was published by Random House, and he
received two awards for the book from the
American Institute for Graphic Arts.
Pilobolus features photographs of the
Pilobolus Dance Theatre, a company he has
worked with as photographer since their
founding in 1971. His latest book,
Alternative Light Styles, was published in
October by The Countryman Press. Last
summer Matson won the first annual rural
essay writing contest sponsored by the New
England Farm Bulletin. He lives in the
hills outside a Vermont village, and calls
himself an "energy vegetarian." H
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PROFILE

"I think myself to be a teacher who believes in the academic and universal fundamentals of a given discipline,
but who also recognizes and accepts originality and uniqueness, especially as it develops in the maturing student."

MARTHA
FAIRCHILD-SHEPLER:
3-Dimertsional Alum
BY LORRIE KYLE RAMEY '70
It's a pity Martha Fairchild-Shepler
isn't a sculptor. She'd make her
own best subject.
But Martha is a printmaker . . . and a
teacher . . . and an active supporter of
the contemporary art world. Her
artwork is the only thing twodimensional about Martha FairchildShepler.
In a career which echoes her own
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artistic philosophy of antithesis and
synthesis, Martha has combined her
commitment to teaching with a
dynamic production of drawings,
etchings, and lighographs, as well as
involvement in her local community of
artists.
Martha received her BA from Rollins
in 1961, and she credits Rollins with
giving her the foundation she has
needed to pursue what she calls her
"visual adventure"—both as a teacher
and as an artist. After Rollins, Martha
traveled to school in France and then
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earned her MFA at Cranbrook
Academy of Art.
Her decision to concentrate on
printmaking was a product of Martha's
love of color and her awareness of
currents in twentieth-century painting.
She took the conservative print
medium and began to experiment with
it, working especially with complex
application of color. Martha has
exhibited in numerous invitational and
juried shows, and in galleries in major
U.S. cities and Paris. Her prints are
included in both private collections and
the permanent collections of galleries,
including Rollins' Cornell Fine Arts
Center. Some collectors may even be
lucky enough to own one of Martha's
"unique impressions"—works so
technically complex that she pulls only
one print.
Where does she find her inspirations?
"The content of my work varies as I
establish certain objectives; however,
basically the nature of my work is a
visual record or interpretation of the
world around me. Organic forms,
forms of nature, forms from the
physical universe, and the human and
figurative dimension are the
compositional focuses ... I most often
use." Martha admits she sometimes
turns to geometric and analytical
studies as a break from the demanding
process of working with organic forms,
but the thread which runs through all
her work is drawing. Recent
experiments have included
embossments and drawings on
handmade paper.
Because she is a producing artist,
Martha can share her experiences with
her students. "When I teach etching
occasionally I will print something that
I am currently working on. Students
are always intrigued to see me do what
they too are doing and it gives
credibility that I do in front of them
what I say I do."
Currently chairperson of the Division
of Graphics, Design and
Communication at La Roche College in
Pittsburgh, her work in education
began with teaching children's art at
Cranbrook Galleries. She has taught at
Illinois State University and continues
to teach etching and lithography at the
Pittsburgh Center for the Arts.
In all of Martha's comments about
education the recurring theme is
communication. "There is a visual
language that not only needs to be

communicated visually, but by
traditional means as well." To achieve
this end, Martha has helped design
students integrate written and oral
presentations with their visual projects.
In conjunction with the Career Center
at La Roche, she has developed a
course assignment in which students
are videotaped in mock designer/client
meetings. Martha believes designers
should be "superb visual people," but,
she points out, they should also be able
"to read, write, and verbally
communicate with ease."
The artist, who has been called one
of the best printmakers in Pittsburg,
also teaches a course entitled "The
Creative Process." "This," says
Martha, "is a course that sometimes
has me thinking I will never teach
again." As well as studying writings by
authors, composers, scientists, and
artists, students examine the blockage
of creativity and are led into the
creative process themselves.
With her position as divisional
chairperson, Martha has also added
administrative responsibilities to her list
of accomplishments. Her work with her
students, advisees, and on college
committees has won her the respect of
her fellow faculty and the La Roche
administration. On February 15, 1985,
Martha was named an Associate
Professor.

Lady Bug etching. "Mixed with the curiosity for experimentation is a nearly impish desire to work with antitheses and the finished art serves as the synthesis."

Martha's newest area of interest is
computer art. After completing a
computer course at Carnegie Mellon
University in January, 1984, she
exhibited some of her own
experimental work, and designed a
computer illustration course for La
Roche. Martha feels her work with the
computer illustrates the importance of
creating "with a contemporary art
society's issues and concerns in mind."
The continuing dialog between her
art and the art world as a whole is
critical. Martha has maintained this
relationship, in part, through her work
with many artists' groups, including

"I believe that the production of art is equivalent to
the practicing of any fine instrument."

Strolling Dowtown etching. "I am intrigued by the old and the new and the combinatwns and meshing of
the old and the new."
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Pittsburgh Pring Group (of which she
was a founder and President, and is
now a member of the Board of
Directors), Associated Artists of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh Plan for Art, and
Group A.
To round out the picture, Martha is
also the mother of two teen-age boys,
Alex, 17, and Will, 15. And in her
"spare time," there's cross-country
skiing, trips back to the family home in
Maine each summer, and sailing her
Laser. Even when Martha FairchildShepler is relaxing, she's never
standing still. IS
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DOLLARS & SENSE
BY M. ELIZABETH BROTHERS

If you are mystified by money
matters, you are not alone. During
this time of your life you are
making choices and decisions without a
great deal of experience to draw on. If
you are like most recent graduates, you
will spend more money on personal
pleasures than you save. Reverse this
ratio and you will establish a firm
financial foundation and build a secure
future for yourself and your family. The
good news is you can accomplish your
objective without undue personal
sacrifice by using the most precious
asset young people have—time.

LIFE AFTER
ROLLINS:

Financial Planning for
New Alumni
32
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Asset Management. The basis of
good financial planning is a budget. It
enables you to save for the things you
want, thus reducing consumer credit,
and live within your income by
planning ahead. It provides a means of
resolving family financial arguments
and develops a system of recordkeeping which will help you assemble
the information you will need for
income tax purposes.
You begin by writing down all your
expenditures for a month to become
aware of your spending patterns. Make
a note of your anticipated sources of
income for the next year: after-tax pay
check, interest from savings, and so on.
Then make a conservative estimate of
anticipated gifts, bonus, or raise. Divide
the total by twelve to arrive at your
monthly income. Next, forecast the rest
of your expenses. First, determine the
amount of fixed expenditures, such as
rent or mortgage payments, insurance
premiums, installment payments, taxes.
This will show you when your major
bills are due, so you can plan ahead
and have the funds ready to meet
them. Finally, estimate the amounts
you will need for the remaining
expense categories.
Your first budgeted item should be
savings—10% of your income, if
possible. Always pay yourself first.
Other expenditures will vary according
to your location and your style of life.
Housing may take 15-30%; food
(15-30%); utilities 4-7%; personal
necessities (laundry and dry cleaning,
cosmetics, barber or hair dresser) 2-4%;
medical expenditures (insurance, doctor
or dentist bills) 2-8%; clothing 4-10%;

automobile and transportation 6-20%,
recreation and entertainment 2-6%;
outlays for major purchases of
appliances, furniture and repairs 2-8%;
gifts, contributions to charity, life
insurance, taxes and personal
improvement (books, newspapers,
tuition and course fees) are other
budget line items.
If your budget is too austere, you will
not be able to keep to it, so allow
yourself 1-4% for a bit of selfindulgence for which you need not
account to yourself or anyone else.
Some recent alumni are able to keep
housing expenses down by sharing a
home with family members or friends.
If you live in an area with good public
transportation, it makes good financial
sense to postpone buying a car. It is
much cheaper to rent a car occasionally
when you need private transportation
than to own one. If you develop your
culinary skill, you will save a
substantial sum by preparing meals at
home and will also avoid using
expensive commercial heat and serve
meals.
Attitudes toward money are often
highly emotional and it is important to
understand your own feelings and
those of family members and friends.
Some spending is for status and
acceptance into a group of peers.
Money may be used to gain control
over others. Some spending can be
retaliatory or the result of a lack of selfesteem.
Goal-Setting. Now that your budget
is in place, set goals you hope to
accomplish within various time periods.
An example of a short-term goal (up to
one year) might be saving up for a
summer vacation. An intermediate
objective (one to five years) could be
buying a home. A long-term goal (more
than five years away) might be starting
your own business, saving for a child's
college education and ultimately for
your own retirement. Ideally, saving for
college should begin with the birth of a
child and saving for retirement should
start with your first job. Getting an
early start gives interest and dividends
time to compound and makes the
saving process much less painful.
Strategies for saving. It may be
difficult to establish a habit of regular
saving. Often your employer will help
by withholding money from your
paycheck and depositing it directly in

Government, EE bonds are available in
units as low as $50 and $75. If held at
least five years, they'll pay 85% of the
average yields on Uncle Sam's bigdenomination marketable securities or
7V2%, whichever is higher.

your credit union or bank account.
Banks offer interest-bearing checking
accounts and many have reduced the
minimum amount required to open an
insured money market account. It pays
to shop around for interest rates on
Certificates of Deposit (CDs) in these
days of banking deregulation, but be
sure that the institutions you choose
are covered by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation or the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation—or you may end up with
a booby prize instead of an interest
bonus. Always ask how interest is
compounded. Daily compounding is
the best and annual or simple interest
is the least beneficial to the depositor.
Regular money market funds have
reduced their minimums and increased
their check-writing privileges, so are
now available to smaller investors.
Most experts recommend a financial
cushion of between three and six
months of after tax income in liquid
form (savings accounts, CDs, money
market accounts) before buying
securities, making a speculative
investment, or tying up assets so you
do not have ready access to them, such
as in real estate or a tax shelter. This
emergency fund is readily available if
you lose your job, get sick and are
unable to work or have another kind of
personal disaster.
You may be able to buy stock in the
company where you work at a discount
and without paying brokerage fees,
through regular withholding. Be sure
your employer is in solid financial shape
before you invest. No-load mutual
funds—those that do not charge a sales
commission—have low minimum
amounts and will accept monthly
deposits. By making regular purchases
of company stock or shares in a mutual
fund you will be cost averaging (buying
at the low, middle and top of the
market). When investing a single lump
sum, it is difficult to time the market
correctly. If you prefer the safety of an
investment backed by the full faith and
credit of the United States
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There's an IRA in Your Future. At
first you probably cannot put in the full
$2,000 of earned income allowed each
year, but try to do a little. Once the
year is over it can never be made up.
You have an immediate income tax
deduction for the amount you deposit
in an Individual Retirement Account
and all the interest it earns escapes
current taxation. The longer the interest
has to accrue, the larger the amount
you will have to draw on after
retirement. Even if you must withdraw
from your IRA before age 59V2 and pay
a penalty, chances are you will still be
ahead. It is clear that Social Security
and company pensions will need to be
supplemented by personal savings, so
get an early start.
Most IRA accounts are administered
by banks, savings and loan associations
and credit unions. The next most
popular vehicles are families of mutual
funds where the participants can move
from one fund to another without cost
or delay, as market conditions change.
Insurance companies also offer IRA
plans. Later on as your IRA grows and
you gain confidence as an investor, you
may want to open a self-managed
account with a brokerage firm or a
bank.
Company Benefits. Be sure you are
familiar with the benefits your
employer offers. Some will match your
deposits into a pension or thrift
account, and it is foolish to miss an
opportunity to use someone else's
money to multiply your own. You
should know when you become vested
in your pension. Vesting means that
this money will always belong to you,
even if you leave before retirement.
Many employees have changed jobs
only a few months before vesting
because they were not aware of the
time restrictions.
Record-Keeping. Also be sure to
balance your checking account every
month. It is easier to spot an error on
your part or the bank's right away.
Save cancelled checks you may need
for income tax purposes: charitable
gifts, mortgage payments, IRA
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investments, unimbursed medical
expenses, etc. Always keep checks and
receipts of real estate purchases and
improvements. Retain the broker's
record slips when you buy and sell
stock to establish the amount of your
gain or loss.
Insurance. You do not need life
insurance unless someone is depending
on you for financial support. If you
have family responsibilities, look into
term insurance, which buys the most
protection for the lowest cost or some
of the new insurance products like
universal life. Your employer may offer
a group plan at little or no cost to you.
Adequate health insurance is
essential. If your company does not
provide it, you should buy your own.
The higher the deductible, the lower
the premiums. Once you have your
financial cushion for emergencies, you
will be able to absorb minor medical
costs yourself and will not need to have
all doctor's and dental bills covered in
full. Over the years you will save a lot
of money in health insurance by "selfinsuring" for the modest medical
amounts and having full protection for
the major illnesses.
Disability insurance is coverage young
people often overlook. You are much
more likely to become disabled before
retirement than you are to die.
Permanent disability is a fate worse
than death in the financial sense.
Depending upon the area in which
you live, automobile insurance may be
a major expense. If you have decided
you must have a car, you can often
reduce your premiums by shopping
around. Some reliable insurers offer
discounts to those who take a driver
education course, install certain safety
devices on their cars, have an accidentfree driving record or are non-drinkers.
Credit. Responsible use of credit
expands your alternatives. You will
probably borrow money on a number
of occasions in your life: to pay
educational expenses, buy a home or
real estate for investment purposes,
purchase a car, start a business. When
approving a loan the lender looks for
ability and willingness to repay. A good
place to begin to establish credit is at
the bank. If you have a checking
account and possibly a savings account
or have participated in other products
at the lending institution office, you
should apply for either a Visa or
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MasterCard account there. Most
financial institutions now offer these to
their customers. The bank should be
able to tell you immediately whether
your application will be approved. It
may be necessary to have a parent or
spouse co-sign in order to obtain your
first card. From then on, assuming you
pay your bills within the proper time
and do not abuse your card privileges,
you will establish a good credit rating.
Your credit habits will be reported to a
central agency. When you apply for
credit with other establishments they
will be able to verify that you are a
good risk by contacting this agency. If
you pay before the deadline, you will
avoid interest and will benefit from the
"float" for several weeks during which
your own money is earning interest for
you.
Too many credit cards are a
temptation to overspend and can spoil
even the best-planned budget. A bank
card, one or two gasoline cards (unless
you always get a discount by paying
cash) and a couple of department store
charge accounts are all most people
who are starting out need. Later, you
may require one of the charge cards
like American Express and an account
with a car rental company if you
entertain clients and travel on business.
A telephone credit card is useful, too.
If you find yourself unable to make
payments on time, it is best to get in
touch with each lender before things
get out of hand. Let the lender know
why you cannot pay, when you expect
to be able to and what funds you will
use. Communication is the name of the
game. Most cities have a Consumer
Credit Counseling Service. These
officers can be very helpful if your
debts start to mount or better still, if
you want some advice on how to avoid
financial problems.
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Thirty-seven year old Andrew Tobias,
the author of the best-selling books on
money, offers this advice: "Live
beneath your means for a few years.
The way most people should invest in
the stock market is through one or two
or three carefully selected no-load
mutual funds, putting in $1,000 a
month or $200 or whatever. If your
idea is to build financial security, go
with the safe, simple things: IRAs,
banks, municipal bonds, no-load
mutual funds." "Remember this," he
advises, "slow but steady wins the
race."
It takes self-discipline to establish a
firm financial foundation, but the
rewards are well worth the effort. You
control your money instead of it
controlling you. Money is power—the
power to help yourself and those you
love. 11

Suggested reading list:
Personal Money Management, by Thomas
E. Bailard, David L. Biehl and Ronald
W. Kaiser. SRA (Science Research
Associates), 1983. $26.95
New Money Book for the 80's, by Sylvia
Porter. Avon, 1980. $9.95
Money, A monthly magazine. $29.95 per
year.
Sylvia Porter's Personal Finance Magazine,
Published bimonthly. 1 year (6 issues)
$11.97; 2 years (12 issues), $19.97.

Elizabeth Brothers is Associate Vice
President of Rollins College and a member
of the College's Taxwise Giving Committee.
This article is based on a talk she gave to
members of the Senior Class at a financial
planning seminar sponsored by the Rollins
Alumni Association. She wishes to express
appreciation to the following young alumni
for their advice and comments: Diana
Chrissis '83, Titian Compton Maxwell '79,
Paul Vonder Heide '83.

Illustration on p. 32 by Phil Stanton '85.
Recipient of the John Tiedtke Art Medal
and the Albin Polasek Award in Art, Phil
is one of 16 students from across the
country who have been accepted into the
master's degree program in illustration for
1985-86 at the School of Visual Arts in
New York City.

ALUMNEWS
From the Executive Director
Suzy P. Thompson '68
Reunion '85 was a resounding
success! Alumni from across the
country gathered together to celebrate
the College's Centennial. And celebrate
they did! From Friday through Sunday
they went at full tilt!
On Friday night the class of '35 was
honored by President and Mrs.
Seymour in the Cornell Fine Arts

Center. All members of the class
received bronze medallions,
commemorating the 50th anniversary of
their graduation. Our dear friend
Harriet Cornell was named an
honorary member of the class of 1935
in recognition of her loyalty and
commitment to Rollins College. Keene
Hall was the scene of the first-ever 25th
Anniversary Class dinner. Barth Engert
and his committee planned a nostalgic
evening which included movies of four
fun-filled years at Jolly Roily Colly. The

ROLLINS CENTENNIAL EXPRESS
The Rollins Alumni Association
wants to be sure you make it to the
College's Centennial celebration in
November, so we've made special
arrangements to get you there.
Join us as we party our way down
the East Coast of the United States
on board the Rollins Centennial
Express. Final destination: Winter
Park, Florida, where you'll join in
the Centennial festivities taking place
on the Rollins campus.
We're hoping to fill several
Amtrak coaches with Rollins alumni
only. You'll depart New York City's
Penn Station at 4:15 p.m. on Friday,
November 1, and arrive in Winter
Park at 12:15 p.m. on Saturday,
November 2. Alumni wishing to
board the train en route may do so
at any scheduled stop, such as
Newark, Trenton, Philadelphia,
Wilmington, Baltimore, Washington,
Richmond and Savannah.
When you arrive in Winter Park,
alumni and college officials will be
there to greet you at a welcoming
reception and picnic in the park.
You'll spend Saturday and Sunday
nights at Winter Park's Langford

Hotel, which is walking distance
from the Rollins campus and the
many Centennial events which will
take place there throughout the
weekend, ending with Monday's
Centennial Convocation.
Prices for this special weekend
begin at $236.00 per person for oneway train fare (reclining coach seat),
two nights double occupancy deluxe
accommodations at the Langford
Resort Hotel, and special Centennial
keepsakes. (Sleeping accommodations
on the train are available at an
additional cost.) Children are
welcome (ages 2 to 11 travel at about
a 50% discount). Meals and return
fare are not included.
In order to continue with our
planning, we need to know whether
there is sufficient interest in this trip.
If you are interested, please drop a
note to the Alumni House or call us
at (305) 646-2266.
What are you waiting for? Get on
the phone with your old Rollins
friends and start making plans now
to join us on board the Rollins
Centennial Express! E
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class of '75 celebrated in the Pub,
reminiscing about their college days
and enjoying subs and beer.
Attendance at all anniversary parties
was excellent, and next year we hope
to expand class parties to include all 5year anniversaries.
The highlight of the Sports Hall of
Fame Breakfast on Saturday was the
appearance of former President Hugh
McKean '34. Dr. McKean was one of
the recipients of the Hall of Fame
awards and he enthalled the audience
with the story of the establishment of
soccer as a competitive sport. The
second annual Baseball Reunion game
was played with vim and vigor by
competitive alumni. Aching muscles
were the story of the day! The Field
House was transformed into an 1885
garden and grand ballroom Saturday
night for the Black and White Ball.
Celebrants, some even dressed in
period costumes, enjoyed a night of
dining and dancing by candlelight.
Perhaps the finest hour of the
weekend was Sunday morning when
The Reverend Dan Matthews '55
preached at Chapel. The sermon is
printed in this magazine, but for those
of us who were lucky enough to be
there it was an experience which will
live long in our memories.
We were very fortunate to have
Eleanor Reese Morse '35 and her
husband, A. Reynolds Morse, give the
lecture on Salvador Dali during the
busy weekend. The Annie Russell
Theatre production of "Crimes of the
Heart" gave alumni the opportunity to
experience first-hand the talent of some
of Rollins' aspiring actors.
Accolades go to Gerry Langford
Loudermilk '66, Reunion Chairman,
and her committee, David Lord '69,
Phyllis Ramey '77 and Tom Wells '59.
And special thanks to the Alumni
House staff, Sally Combs '67, Diana
Johnson, Carole Turner and Mary
Wismar '76, as well as special assistant
Loison Tingley, long time Alumni
staffer. 11

Awards given for service,
achievement
The Rollins Alumni Association
presented its annual awards for
service and achievement during
Reunion weekend in March. Alumni
Achievement awards went to James
Haller Ottaway '33 for his achievement
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BIRTHDAY PARTY
November 2-4, 1985
The highlight of the Centennial
will be a major celebration on the
weekend of the College's 100th
Birthday, November 4, 1985. Some
of the special events being planned
are:
ANIMATED MAGAZINE
November 2, 1985
First Congregational Church
of Winter Park
and Knowles Memorial Chapel
COMBINED CENTENNIAL
SERVICES
November 3, 1985
RECEPTION HONORING ALUMNI
OF THE ROLLINS ACADEMY
November 3, 1985
CHAPEL CHOIR FALL CONCERT
Knowles Memorial Chapel
November 3, 1985
CENTENNIAL DINNER
HONORING SULLIVAN
SCHOLARS OF
ROLLINS COLLEGE
November 3, 1985
SECOND CENTURY 'SECOND'
CELEBRATION
One second after midnight,
November 3, 1985
CENTENNIAL CONVOCATION
10:00 a.m.
November 4, 1985

leading scorer in the history of
women's basketball at Rollins, received
the Alumni Association's Scholar
Athlete Award for 1985.
The Distinguished Alumnus Award
for 1985 was presented during
Commencement exercises on May 26 to
Phyllis J. Zatlin '60 for outstanding
achievement in the field of arts and
science. HI

Alumni Council Report
The Alumni Council held its Spring
meeting during Reunion weekend.
Council members attending were Ginny
Mendinhall Barden '66, Carter Beese
'78, Craig Crimmings '81, Lyn Fidao
Fleischhacker '70, Norm Gross '56,
Charlie Gundelach '48, Chuck
Kirkorian '69, Bert Martin '72, Ed
Maxcy '66 and Ken Salmon '63.
Alumni Board members Scott Witherell
'51, Randy Lyon '71, Paul Vonder
Heide '83, Dennis Casey '63, Barth
Engert '60 and Lori Carlman Booker
'77 joined the Council as did Jane
DuVall '61, newly elected Alumni
Trustee. President Seymour, Vice
President for Development Warren
Johnson, Director of Career Planning
and Placement Wanda Russell and
Linda Long Williams '70 spoke with
the group about current College
activities.
Because of the importance of alumni
support, the Council, in conjunction
with the Board, plans to increase

Council membership to total 45. All
major cities with substantial numbers of
Rollins alumni will be represented.
The Council approved Association
plans to establish 20 new alumni clubs
during the next four years. Functioning
clubs exist currently in New York and
Ft. Lauderdale. Members of the clubs
share a common interest: Rollins
College. The College depends on
members for assistance in student
recruitment, job search, and
fundraising. The clubs offer their
members an opportunity to share
memories, meet new friends, and
through programming, learn more
about Rollins today.
Clubs will be established over the
next four years as follows:
1985-86—Atlanta, Boston, Central
Horida, Tampa/St. Petersburg and
Washinton, D.C.; 1986-87-Chicago,
Houston, Dallas, Miami and Palm
Beach; 1987-88—Los Angeles,
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco
and Vero Beach; 1988-89—Baltimore,
Hartford, Jacksonville, Philadelphia,
and Sarasota/Bradenton. Alumni
interested in getting involved in club
formation should contact the Alumni
House.
The Alumni Council unanimously
elected Norm Gross '56 as Council
Chairman for 1985-86. Sharon Siegener
'66, Virginia Mendinhall Barden '66,
and Ed Maxcy '66 were all thanked for
their tremendous contribution to the
Council function and development. IS

Whether you've been away from
Rollins since your graduation or
have returned every spring for
Reunion, you won't want to miss
this very special occasion. Make
plans now to join us in the fall.

in the field of newspaper publishing,
and to Blanche Fishback Galey, a
member of the 50th anniversary Class
of '35, for art and community service.
T. William Miller, Jr., '33 received the
Alumni Service Award for his tireless
efforts on behalf of the College.
Also during Reunion weekend, longtime Rollins supporter Harriet D.
Cornell was made an Honorary
Alumna, Class of 1935, and Rollins
President Thaddeus Seymour, who
arrived at Rollins as a "freshman" in
1978 and was "adopted" by the Class
of '82, was named an Honorary
Alumnus, Class of 1982 for his
commitment and dedication to Rollins
College.
At the Annual Athletic Banquet on
May 7 in the Enyart-Alumni Field
House, Mary Ann McDaniel '85,
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Rollins students can now view their mock interview sessions on videotape, thanks to Steve Spahr '75 (I.) and
John Shubert '78 (r.), who were able to obtain video equipment for the Career Center. The equipment enables
students, with members of the staff, to thoroughly analyze their performance in an interview situation. Steve
and John are both account executives with Prudential Bache Securities in Winter Park.
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REUNION REFLECTIONS
The Lesson of Salieri
A sermon delivered by The
Reverend Daniel Paul
Matthews '55 during the
Alumni Service in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel,
Reunion Weekend, March 17,
1985.

Most of us never heard his
middle name, until it was
used in a brilliant play on
Broadway.
Amadeus. Of course we remember
his first and last names: Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart. One of the great,
gifted, brilliant minds; a creative
genius. Yet the play and now an
award-winning movie is not particularly
about Mozart himself. It deals with a
composer who lived at the same time
Mozart lived: Antonio Salieri. Salieri
was the court composer. He had heard
about a young, gifted composer living
in Vienna. He had heard Mozart's
brilliant works. Someone brought him
an original Mozart score, and as he
studied it, he could not find a single
error on any page. It was flawless.
From beginning to end, Mozart had
composed the entire score perfectly in
his mind. Could there be a genius in
the world capable of writing such
beautiful music without a single,
solitary error the very first time
around? He was eager to meet this
Mozart.
His opportunity came one evening at
a party, where he found Mozart
running after a girl. Salieri watched the
young prodigy as he captured the
beautiful girl under a table and told her
naughty stories. How could it be that
such a vulgar young man could
produce such exquisite music—music
that sounded like the very voice of
God. How could the voice of God be in
this obscene rake? Where do we find
the voice of God?
A few generations ago the British
Empire was asking "Can the voice of
God come from a Ghandi?" More
recently here in the south we asked
"Can the voice of God be in Martin
Luther King?" Right now in South
Africa there are hundreds of thousands
of people saying "Certainly the voice of

God is not in Desmond Tutu." God
speaks through curious instruments. He
always has. "Can anything good come
out of Nazareth?"
A couple of brothers in Dayton, Ohio
decided to try their flying contraption
in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. It
carried a human being across that
beach. They were so excited they could
hardly stand it. They wired back to
Dayton, Ohio to tell what great news
had happened with their new machine.
The editor of the Dayton paper said he
was not going to print the story. "I
don't believe it. I don't believe that
anybody has actually flown. And if
anyone ever does fly, they won't be
from Dayton, Ohio!"
Can anything good come out of you?
Fred Craddock describes a spring day
(like today) as God's good work, but
not His best. The flowers, birds,
streams, jumping trout are not God's
top work. And when God decided to
do his very best work he created the
person sitting next to you. And he said
"That's my best. Now that's the best I
can do." God said after he had made
all the flora and the fauna, "Now I am
going to create something like myself,
in my own image and likeness." You
see how destructive it is when we
discount ourselves? But we say, like
Salieri, we're inferior. We're not
important. We haven't done many big
things.
When I was working on this sermon I
got to thinking about my years at
Rollins. The brief little moments came
to mind—such as the time Florence
Peterson said, "You are going through
an intellectual awakening;" when Dean
Darrah insisted the Sunday lesson
reading be treated as if it were the
week's most important work; when
John Tiedtke took ten seconds and said,
"I'll tell you where you ought to go to
graduate school" (and I went there);
when Mark Frutchey in a fleeting
moment remarked, "Dan, you're a
good manager;" when U.T. Bradley
stopped me on the campus and said,
"Why don't you come out and become
a coxswain?" It's those little moments
most of these people don't even
remember. Some of these same folks
would not even remember that I was a
student here. No, its those moments
when somebody cared enough to love
me. Loving is the big thing. It is for
God, too! That's the way we are: His
image and likeness. He has this clear
attribute in the Hebrew and Christian
scriptures. God is Love. If God is love
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and we are made in His image, then
what is the big thing in life? The big
thing really is the little thing. The big
thing is that tiny moment of loving one
another. Most of the students here,
when they leave, will not remember the
so-called big things—the president of a
sorority; ODK; starting team; Annie
Russell plays. They will remember a
professor or an administrator or a coach
or maybe someone who mowed the
grass—someone who cared.
English is hard for most freshmen. It
was for me. Ben Aycrigg saw the look
of failure in my eyes as he returned my
red-marked theme. "Let's have a cup
of coffee sometime," he said. Thirty
years later I can remember those words
as clearly as I am standing here right
now—because that man cared about
me.
We care about people in simple little
ways, and what we are about—our very
essence, our purpose in the image of
God, is to love one another, simply
love one another in little ways. When
we think we don't have that gift to
love, we become filled with jealousy
like dear old Antonio Salieri. Thirty-five
years after Mozart died, he was in an
insane asylum still filled with jealousy
because God did not let him write the
music of Mozart. You and I can be
eaten alive with jealousy when we
forget that we are created in the image
and likeness of God and if we are
created in His image and likeness, we
have the genius to love. Ultimate love.
Everyone of us can love; everyone of
us cares for someone else; everyone of
us can give something of himself or
herself to another. That is the way God
made us. It's like we learn as children
about the snowflake: everyone of us is
a unique and special genius and can
love in special, unique, and creative
ways.
What made this a great college was
that the student felt he or she had
worth. What happened to Salieri was
that he never knew his own worth and
never perceived that he was one of the
unique persons who could spot the
genius of Mozart. After composing
more than 600 works, Mozart died
penniless because very few could see
what Salieri saw in Mozart. He could
not love him, he did not know how to
love himself. You are human, that is
the greatest gift God can give. You are
a lover, just like your Creator. Go forth
into the world being the lover of
yourself and of your neighbor that God
created you to be. Amen. 11
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REUNION REFLECTIONS

The 1985 Sports Hall of Fame inductees display their trophies: (I. to r.) Mike Strickland '72, Betty Rowland
Probasco '51, Hugh McKean '30, Buddy McBryde '50, and Vic Zollo '73 for John Lowman '73.

Peter and Karen Benson Alfond '75 and their son enjoy an afternoon of baseball at the Alfond Stadium.

Reminiscing at the Black and White Ball: (I. to r.) Eleanor Reese Morse '35, David Lord '69, Mary and Charlie
Cundelach '48, Harriet Cornell '35, A. Reynolds Morse, Sara Harbottle Howden '35 and George Cornell '35.

More than 50 former Tars participated in the annual Alumni Baseball Game.
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Rev. Dan Matthews '55 delivers an emotional sermon at the Alumni Chapel Service.

Suzy Thompson '68, Executive Director of the Alumni Association, and 1984-85
Association President Scott Witherell '51.
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REUNION REFLECTIONS

Beverly Millikan Allen shows off her Rollins Centennial plate—a special gift given to members of the
25th anniversary Class of '60.

Among the younger alumni at the reunion were (I. to r.) Craig Crimmings '80, farm L. Slavens '80, Sheila
Abbott Musante '80 and Paul Vonder Heide '83.

Pi Phis from the Class '60 share memories and good times at their 25th reunion—the biggest 25th reunion
in Rollins history!

*!.!'• • *

m

Dorothy Kuhns, wife of Ben Kuhns '35, and Dick
Camp '39 dance up a storm at the Black and White
Ball.

J

* ••
Harriet Cornell is congratulated by President Seymour
on being named an honorary alumna, Class of '35.

(I. to r.) Janie Marks, Bev Buckley, Karen Benson Alfond and Susan McGinley Scott: Four of the more than
50 members of the Class of '75 who attended their 10th reunion.
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UPDATE
KEY
If alumnus/alumna graduated from any
Rollins program other than the full-time
undergraduate day program, the program
is indicated in parentheses after the
alum's name, using the following
abbreviations:
DCE—

Division of Continuing Education
(formerly School of Continuing
Education)
PAFB— Patrick Air Force Base Branch
SEHD— School of Education and Human
Development (formerly Graduate
Program in Education)
MSCJ— Master of Science in Criminal
Justice Degree Program
CR—
Crummer Graduate School of
Business
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Paintings by Lois Bartlett Tracy
were exhibited at Winter Park's
Center Street Gallery in April.
»■■»

■■'■ »mnn W

Virginia Stelle '30 at the Forbidden City, Beijing, China, Nov. 1984

^2|1 Virginia Stelle visited China and
\J*J Japan last October and November
and writes such graphic descriptions of her
glorious trips that this editor feels as though
she went along! Just a few of the cities and
sights included on the itinerary: Beijing, the
Forbidden City, the Great Wall of China,
Shanghai, Korea, Taiwan, Manila, Bangkok
and Hong Kong.
A '
Novelist and playwright Jess Gregg
^t -L will aid in the production of the
musical "Cowboy" at the University of
Montana. Jess wrote the book on which the
musical is based.
A/ Jane Barry Schumacher sadly
*■+— reports the death of her roommate
and Pi Beta Phi sorority sister Priscilla L.
Parker on December 31, 1984. Janet
Harrington Weidmann became a
grandmother for the first time in December.

50

Joe Popeck and wife Lola are now
fully retired and have moved to
their waterfront home on Merritt Island, FL.

52

Marshall M. Woodward says he's
busier than ever now that he's
"retired." He recently devised a method for
teaching children with speech impediments
how to spell. Marshall enjoyed the article
about Hester Davis in the last issue of the
Record and recalls that Hester's brother, Bill
Davis, used to do the lighting for shows he
directed in the Fred Stone and Annie Russell
theaters.
Woodward '52
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£>Q Lynn Kaelber Behnfield and her
\^C-/ husband have made their last
nove—from Albuquerque to their passive
solar dream house, which they designed and
engineered themselves, overlooking the Rio
Grande Valley.
C^ \ Kay Onofryton Parris earned her
vJ -L JD degree from the University of
Baltimore in May 1984 and is now a public
defender for the state of Maryland.
C\A Larry Abraham is currently living in
vJ" Cameroun, West Africa, where, as
a member of the Peace Corps, he is helping
farmers establish cooperatives. He is due to
return to the U.S. in September '86. Until
then, he can be reached by his classmates at:
COOP/MUT/NORD B.P. 70 Garoua,
Cameroun, West Africa. Fred Chappell,
Artistic Director of the Alliance Theatre in
Atlanta, GA, recently directed the revival of
Lillian Hellman's "Another Part of the
Forest" by the Walnut Street Theatre in
Philadelphia.
C\ ^\ Bonnie Miller Naradzay and
v/\-/ husband Jack are pleased to
announce the birth of their daughter,
Johanna, on December 31, 1984. Her big
brother, John, is now 3 years old.
7*1 Bev Classon Herring has a new
* -J- son, James Fredric, born January
17, 1985, as well as a new home in
Goldsboro, NC. Earl Milbrath was the
official artist for the Bay Hill Classic
Invitational Golf Tournament in March. His
oil paintings of each of the course's holes
were featured in the official program and
then presented to Arnold Palmer during the
event.

73

Ryuju and Cynthia Shea Nakai had
their first baby, a son, on January
5, 1984, and are expecting their second child
in October. Timothy Ames Williams and his
wife welcomed their first son, Timothy John,
on September 1, 1983. Tim was named
General Manager of WPLP News Talk Radio
in the Tampa/St. Petersburg listening area.
Sandra Jade Hill Smith and husband Greg
announce the birth of their 6 lb. 3 oz.
daughter, Kristen Ailing, on April 5, 1985.
7A Kathy Killion Bigelow and
/ _J husband Michael recently opened
Bigelow Antiques & Art, specializing in
American Illustrations from 1895-1945 and
American Art Pottery from 1880-1940, at
Broadripple Antique Mall in Indianapolis.
Robert '71 and Kathy Winge Christie
announce the birth of their second daughter,
Jean Kathryn, on December 14, 1984.

7k Dale Nidds Mackintosh and
' ^—' husband Tom had their fourth
child, Travis Richard, on February 14,
1985—that makes two of each for the proud
parents! Ken and Janet Lanman Noth
announce the arrival of their first child, son
Ryan Wilson, on February 9, 1985.
/ f^\ Stephen Heis, MD and his wife
* '-' announce the birth of their two
daughters—Maria Elizabeth on September 8,
1983 and Meghan Emily on November 9,
1984. Big brother Eric is now 4 years old.
Steve is in private practice in Cincinnati and
specializes in physical medicine and
rehabilitation. Patti Marx Kirchgassner and
husband George welcomed a baby daughter,
Lori Michelle, on February 15, 1985. Patti
teaches French at Oak Ridge High School in
Orlando. Bob Boyle recently moved with
wife Cindy and son Spencer Todd to
Pompano Beach, FL, where he is a Coast
Guard helicopter pilot. Daniel R. Cross
(SEHD) married Sue Zoellner on October 13,
1984. Dan teaches music in New Haven, CT
and is head tennis pro at the Colony Beach
Club for the summer. John P. Owens
graduated summa cum laude with an MBA
from the University of Alaska. He and wife
Astrid deBarry live in Fairbanks, where John
is a business consultant and Astrid is an
attorney. Robin Shurtz teaches British
literature at Boone High School in Orlando
and teaches a course in "New German
Cinema" for the Rollins College Division of
Continuing Education. He also serves as a

booking agent for the new Enzian Theatre in
Maitland. Robin's first play, "Punch And,"
was produced at the Warehouse Gallery by
the Tropical Theatre group. Carol Dominick
(SEHD) married David Leslie Pedersen on
July 30, 1983.
77 William M. Graves, Jr., Vice
/ *
President and General Manager of
Brandon Chrysler-Plymouth, Brandon, FL,
has contributed a second article to
"Automotive Executive" magazine:
"Quality: How does your dealership rate?"
appeared in the publication's February 1985
issue. John F. Brown (CR) recently became a
Certified Management Accountant, having
successfully completed a comprehensive
examination as well as two years of
management accounting experience.
Knowles Memorial Chapel was the setting
for the February 9, 1985 wedding of Sharyn
Stenstrom and David A. Stump. Maria Wolf
was the maid of honor. The newlyweds live
in Sanford, FL, where David is a
builder/developer and Sha is a realtor. Cathi
Wiebrecht Searer and husband Rick are the
proud parents of daughter Lindsay Ann,
born February 6, 1985. Victor and Sharon
Israel Crumity '78 welcomed a daughter,
Dana Sharon, on February 11, 1985. She
joins brother Victor II. Vic Sr. recently
joined State Farm Insurance as an agent.
Capt. Johnnie D. Ainsley (PAFB) has
graduated from the Squadron Officer School
at Maxwell AFB, AL. He is scheduled to
serve with the 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing at
Elgin AFB, FL. John J. Hanlon, Jr. has been
promoted to Manager of Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company's Individual Disability
Office in Tampa, FL.

Dakota. Scott Cooke and his wife Nancy are
proud to announce the birth of their
daughter, Taylor Lindsay, on March 8, 1985.
Donald L. Jacobs (PAFB), a squadron
section commander at Castle AFB, CA, has
been promoted to a captain in the U.S. Air
Force.
Ol The U.S. Air Force has awarded the
O JL silver wings to 2nd Lt. Jeffrey W.
Ashburn (PAFB), who graduated from pilot
training at Reese AFB, TX. Lt. Ashburn is
scheduled to serve at Grissom AFB, IN.
David McClure played the role of Lysander
in "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
presented last summer in repertory at the
College of William & Mary by the Virginia
Shakespeare Festival. Suzanne Roycroft
recently earned her master's degree in
communications and is living in
Washington, D.C., where she serves as
Press Secretary for Congressman Sam
Gibbons (D-Tampa). Valerie La Polla
Villucci and husband Louis welcomed their
"sweetheart," son Joseph Louis, 9 lbs.
5 oz., on February 14, 1985. Bock and Katie
Irvine Folken welcomed a bouncing baby
boy, Nielsen Bock, on March 3, 1985. The
Folkens send a late announcement of their

yQ Dolores Hamm is doing property
* *-' management and accounting for
The Condo Store, a real estate company in
Winter Park. Micheline Leuken (PAFB) and
husband Michael have a new son, Peter
Joseph, born February 27, 1985.

CLASS-IFINDS
It's 1985. Do you know where
your freshman roommate is? Your
biology lab partner? Your first date
for a grove party?
The Alumni Record wants to help
you get in touch with missing Rollins friends. Drop your messages
and queries to:
Class-ifinds
Box 2736
Rollins College
Winter Park, FL 32789
And help your old classmates keep
in touch with you, too. Tell us what
you're doing now.
It's 1985. Does your R.A. know
where you are?

yQ Susan "Scruppy" Gordon married
/ -S | Jeffrey L. Kern on April 27, 1984,
with Sheila Peck serving as her maid of
honor. Rollins friends in attendance included
Martha Glover Perry '78, Pamela Frame
Carlson and Colleen McNulty '80. Titian
Compton married fellow stockbroker Fred
Maxwell on October 3, 1983. Dale Schlater
earned his MBA in real estate finance from
USC. He is now working for a real estate
syndication company in Southern California
and asks that any alumni involved in selling
commercial property get in touch with him.
Wl 1 John Gegenheimer IV has been
yjyj with The Condo Store, a real estate
company in Winter Park, since September
1983. Christina Martinez-Fonts recently
moved to Portland, Oregon. She reports that
Chris Ramsey is producer of the evening
news for KGW-TV in Portland. Sharon
Ecker married Jay C. Busciglio on December
1, 1984. Sharon passed the CPA exam in
February and will enter Nova Law School in
the fall. Curtiss S. Stewart (PAFB) has been
commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in the U.S.
Air Force. He graduated from OTS and is
now assigned to Ellsworth AFB, South
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Artist Earl Milbrath '71 presents Arnold Palmer with
oil paintings of the tournament holes during the Bay
Hill Classic in Orlando, March 1985.

Susan Gordon Kern '79 (I.) and her maid of honor,
Sheila Peck '79
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Update
us...
so we can update your classmates.
Send us news of your degree, new
job, promotion, move, marriage,
children—anything you'd like us to
include in the Update section of
The Alumni Record.

News.

Name.
Class .
Address.

Is this a new address?
Yes
Phone

No
./.

Occupation

Return to: Alumni Office, Box 2736,
Rollins College, Winter Park, FL
32789.

MOVING? Don't forget to take
The Alumni Record with you! Be
sure to give us your new
address.
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marriage in June, 1983. Attending the
wedding were Tammy Watkins, Pam
Drews, Randy Taylor 76, Bryan Chace 78
and Bill Jolicouer '83. Bock, an energy
analyst, and Katie, a marketing director, live
in Winter Park. Steve Todd is employed by
Abbott Laboratories as a diagnostic sales
specialist and is engaged to Robin Betts. The
wedding is scheduled for September 1985.
Steve appeals to the alumni network to
assist him in locating Rick Taylor—"Where
are you, Rick?" With less than two years of
private practice under her belt, Carla R.
Pepperman has been appointed to the
position of Assistant Public Defender, Felony
Division, 5th Judicial Court of Florida in
Tavares. Marejane Moses married Craig
Oxford on January 12, 1985. Rollins friends
who attended the event include Malinda
Moses 75, Tammy Watkins, Peter and Lori
Kinsley Delone, Sue Alter, Renee Cook,
Sue Nester, Dawn Smith and Lisa Lambert
'83. The newlyweds honeymooned in France
and have now settled in Little Rock, AK.
After their wedding on Long Island, NY,
Barbara Ingrassia Pauley and husband
Christopher took a honeymoon trip to Italy,
which included a stop in the Alps for skiing.
Jim Massa married Susie Folwell on
February 16, 1985. After honeymooning in
Acapulco, they returned to Winter Park,
where Jim is a sales engineer with Col-insCo and Susie works for Straight, Inc.
Q J Amanda Miner Davison, Office
Kj *— Coordinator for Dallas Employment
Service, Inc., recently became a Certified
Personnel Consultant—a designation which
requires two years of experience in the
private placement industry and successful
completion of a comprehensive exam. Larry
Kahn, who has been producing a talk show
for Orlando radio personality Gene Burns, is
moving with the show to Boston. Jodi L.
Simmons married Donald H. Lindsey III on
February 16, 1985 and is currently living in
Charleston, SC, where she is the business
manager for an architectural firm. David
Glen Outlaw will give up the single life this
June—his bride-to-be is Myla Schumers. Lt.
John D. Ramsey (PAFB) and his wife are the
proud parents of a new son, Erik J., who
was born on February 7, 1985. John is
stationed in Southern California and flies the
AF F-4E Phantom.
QQ David C. Hague (PAFB) has been
L/v-/ promoted to the rank of master
sergeant in the U.S. Air Force. He is
currently stationed at Volkel Air Base,
Netherlands, with 2184th Information
Systems Group. Linda Zike (DCE) married
David P. Garavano in September 1984.
Linda is city clerk and finance officer for the
City of Casselberry, FL. Gigi Meehan
married David Greene on October 20, 1984.
The 1984 holiday season was a very special
one for Debbie Hewitt, who became Mrs.
John L. Kelly on December 29, 1984. Lisa
Boudreau was maid of honor, and Debbie's
sisters, Dawn '81, Barbara '85 and Jill '88,
served as bridesmaids. Rollins friends and
classmates attending the wedding included
Doug Storer, Diana Chrissis, Ellen Russell
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'85, Barrie Houston '84, Tom Alday '82,
Kristi Alday '85, John Gegenheimer '81 and
Jay Scarlata '81. Tragg Pinkham will enter
Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,
KY this summer. Reba S. Hampton (PAFB)
married Steven L. Whitemarsh on January
12, 1985.
Qzd. Leon J. Jensen (PAFB) has been
. CJ" commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in
the U.S. Air Force. He completed OTS at
Lackland AFB, TX and has been assigned to
Lowry AFB, CO. Dawn Loecher, an account
executive for WREF radio in Ridgefield, CT,
recently returned from a two-month venture
in Europe. Nancy L. Brown is Assistant to
the Vice President, General Sales Manager
and Deputy Director of School Department
at Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. in
Orlando.

MARRIAGES
Daniel R. Cross 76 (SEHD) to Sue Zoellner,
October 13, 1984.
Carol Dominick 76 (SEHD) to David Leslie
Pedersen, July 30, 1983.
Sharyn Stenstrom '77 to David A. Stump,
February 9, 1985.
Titian Compton 79 to Fred Maxwell,
October 3, 1983.
Susan E. Gordon 79 to Jeffrey L. Kern,
April 27, 1984.
Sharon Ecker '80 to Jay C. Busciglio,
December 1, 1984.
Barbara Ingrassia '81 to Christopher J.
Pauley, date unknown.
Jim Massa '81 to Susan Elizabeth Folwell,
February 16, 1985.
Marejane Moses '81 to Craig Oxford,
January 12, 1985.

Book-A-Year
Mills Memorial Library
Rollins College
One of the most enduring and
rewarding traditions of Rollins College is
the endowment of a book fund, in
perpetuity, in memory of or in honor of
a relative or friend. An appropriate
bookplate is placed in each volume
purchased.
Individual donations of $10.00 or more
will be held untill at least $200 is reached
the income from this endowment
purchases a book each year. A gift to
Book-A-Year fund is a thoughtful way to
commemorate a special occasion or
memorialize a family member or friend
while helping to build the Library's
endowment.

Jodi L. Simmons '82 to Donald Harvard
Lindsey III, February 16, 1985.
Linda Zike '83 (DCE) to David P. Garavano,
September 1984.
Gigi Meehan '83 to David Greene, October
20, 1984.
Deborah Hewitt '83 to John L. Kelley,
December 29, 1984.
Reba S. Hampton '83 (PAFB) to Steven L.
Whitemarsh, January 12, 1985.

BORN TO
Bonnie Miller Naradzay '65 and husband
Jack, a daughter, Johanna, December 31,
1984.
Beverly Classon Herring '71 and her
husband, a son, James Fredric, January
17, 1985.
Robert 71 and Kathryn Winge Christie '74,
a daughter, Jean Kathryn, December 14,
1984.
Timothy Ames Williams '73 and his wife, a
son, Timothy John, September 1, 1983.
Cynthia Shea Nakai '73 and husband Ryuju,
a son, January 5, 1984.
Sandra Jade Hill Smith '73 and husband
Greg, a daughter, Kristen Ailing, April 5,
1985.
Janet Lanman Noth '75 and husband Ken, a
son, Ryan Wilson, February 9, 1985.
Dale Nidds Mackintosh '75 and husband
Tom, a son, Travis Richard, February 14,
1985.
Patti Marx Kirchgassner '76 and husband
George, a daughter, Lori Michelle,
February 15, 1985.
Stephen Heis '76 and his wife, two
daughters, Maria Elizabeth, September 8,
1983, and Meghan Emily, November 9,
1984.
Cathi Wiebrecht Searer '77 and husband
Rick, a daughter, Lindsay Ann, February
6, 1985.
Victor '77 and Sharon Israel Crumity '78, a
daughter, Dana Sharon, February 11,
1985.
Micheline Lueken '78 (PAFB) and husband
Michael, a son, Peter Joseph, February
27, 1985.
Scott W. Cooke '80 and wife Nancy, a
daughter, Taylor Lindsay, March 8, 1985.
Bock '81 and Katie Irvine Folken '81, a son,
Nielsen Bock, March 3, 1985.
Valerie La Polla Villucci '81 and husband
Louis, a son, Joseph Louis, February 14,
1985.
John D. Ramsey '82 (PAFB) and his wife, a
son, Erik J., February 7, 1985.

IN MEMORIAM

Sharon Ecker Busciglio '80 with her wedding party: (I. to r.) Dawn Leaird 79, Susanne Wechsler '80, Anne
Schectman, Maid of Honor Druann Burgujian '78, Sharon, ]ay Busciglio, Dave Smith, Bill Schaefer, Tim
Klein and Rick Smith.

Rollins alumni at the wedding of Marejane Moses Oxford '81: (I. to r.) Tammy Watkins '81, Susan Alter
'81, Susan Nester '81, Lisa Lambert '83, Marejane, Dawn Smith '81, Renee Cook '81. Lori Kinsley Delone
'81 and Peter Delone '82.

Charles A. Spross '27, March 12, 1985.
Georgina Jeffreys MacDonald '32, December
1984.
Thomas H. Powell II '36, March 1985.
Opal Peters Wilkerson '38, August 1984.
Gerald Benedict Kirby '38, January 1985.
Priscilla L. Parker '42, December 1984.
Barbara Brokaw Knauer '44, date unknown.
Wilson Frank Allen '51, December 1984.
Joseph R. Carroll '68 (DCE), date unknown.
Faculty:
Alexander Waite, dean and professor of
psychology, 1937-67; October 1984.
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THE LAST WORD
Tribute to
Teacher
BY MAUREEN ROBINSON

Webster's Dictionary defines
tribute as "a gift showing
respect, gratitude, affection,
praise, or credit." We all love to receive
gifts. Whether it be a birthday, a
holiday, or some such special occasion,
the gift giver and recipient both share a
special feeling for one another. This
feeling is then transferred to the
package and its contents. Therefore, I
wish to present here a gift, but it is a
gift of tribute. Yes, it is gift-wrapped
with paper vibrant and lively as is the
person to whom it is given, and on the
wrap is a bow, wide and many-faceted
as is the recipient. Inside the package is
a verbal tribute to one man and the
inspiration he has given to others.
Ultimately, though, there is more
than one who will be a beneficiary of
this gift of tribute. A group must share
this one package of praise. A group,
though, who would not exist without
the "One" who provides the
leadership and direction for the group.
This fearless leader has led this varied
group of personalities to a special level
of greatness. During the opening class,
they knelt at his feet as worshippers to
a guru, and justly so. He took their
handicaps and healed them. For each of
these personalities, enrolling in
Fundamentals of Speech meant a
recognition of a need for improved
verbal expression, an escape from fear
of in-front-of-audience speaking, or
simply a fulfillment of a course
requirement. Because of the expertise of
the instructor placed at the helm of this
course, all class members experienced
all three of these, but also received
much more.
Dr. Rodgers of Rollins College, in
Winter Park, Florida, a 20-year veteran
of the classroom and a professor
extraordinaire, is applauded and will
long be credited with eliminating the
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Life's rhythms
Pulse experiences out as tides
That ebb and flow, come and go
Rising and falling naturally—
Freely, in simplicity
If love is a boat upon that sea,
Something tethered is not free
To reach the peaks of swells
Or depths between
I want to be with you
more than I want to cling to you
I set you free
From my wants and needs,
Cast the tether looseBe true to yourself and work on you
While 1 too choose to be
Free enough to work on me,
I give you leave to turn to me
Whenever you may wish or need
And hope in turn that I may be
(Either with you or alone)
Free to reach the peaks of swells
And skim the depths between.
Laurie Brooke Adams '74

"urns, uhs, okays, you knows" forever
from the vocabulary of each class
member. He is the one the group will
remember when reminiscing about the
time shoes were removed, backs were
scratched, ties were twirled, and pens
were tapped. But, in particular, his
image will appear as each member
steps to the podium and knees begin to
knock.
Each and every Thursday night
students will remember his advice, his
encouragement, his constructive, sans
destructive, comments. And, "moving
right along," they will equally
remember his charm with which he
encouraged constant oral improvement.
This is the image that will be etched on
each cell of the cerebral memory banks
of each class participant, spring 1984.
But, this skilled instructor would not
have been able to work his charms
without the quality of the group itself.
Containing a banker, a coach, a writer,
a karate pro and even a tennis expert,
as well as personalities similar to Erma
Bombeck and Donald Duck, this
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classroom assemblage pooled varied
categories of people and became such a
cohesive unit that they in turn made
this course great. Having taken many
other courses in my numerous and
sundried years of schooling, and
experienced many instructor types as
well as student groups, this group and
instructor are the ones which this
writer will long remember as special.
This teacher is a credit to the
profession, but moreover this group
does credit to what a school room is all
about. The warmth, the jocularity, the
openness, and the sincerity of each
class member created an atmosphere
that I only wish everyone could
experience at least once in their
lifetime. They made you want to come
to class each week; they made you
want to share your oral revelations with
them; they coaxed and baited you to
even greater levels of speaking ability.
Following the example set at the helm,
this group made Fundamentals of
Speech a festival of learning.
This gToup charmed "Doc" himself
with their oral revelations. Stories of
how to fish, tan, and make counterfeit
bills were followed by expositions on
marriage and Shakespeare, as well as
practical jokes, and even a "finishing"
school story. The group and its leader
were kept mesmerized by anecdotes
from "bushy-bearded, whistle wearing,
studious accented racketeers."
The boards broken, the droplets of
blood, the dance steps, and the graphic
balloon works will all stand as
monuments to this group. But more so
to this instructor who inspired these
equally-inspiring demonstrations.
As was performed by Rex Harrison in
"My Fair Lady," Dr. Rodgers released
the "Eliza Doolittle" in each of us and
took us from speech impediment to
speech prowess. E

The Alumni Record invites alumni
faculty, staff and friends of
Rollins to submit literary pieces
(essays, short stories, articles,
poetry, etc.), artwork, or black
and white photography for
inclusion in The Last Word. The
editor reserves the right to edit
for clarity and length.
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OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE
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Lockhart, Johnson & Hutchison,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
IRA M. ROGER, Chairman of the Board,
Roger Properties Incorporated,
Jacksonville, Horida
JOHN R. McPHERSON, Chairman and
General Manager, Lake Butler Groves,
Inc., Winter Garden, Horida
THOMAS WILLIAM MILLER, JR. '33,
President, American Southern
Corporation, Winter Park, Florida
THOMAS E. MULLEN, PhD; '50*, Dean,
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem,
North Carolina
CHARLES E. RICE '64, Chairman of the
Board and President, Barnett Banks of
Horida, Inc., Jacksonville, Horida
THADDEUS SEYMOUR, President, Rollins
College, Winter Park, Horida
PATRICIA WARREN SWINDLE '50, Civic
Leader, Palm Beach, Horida
JOHN M. TIEDTKE, President, The
Westgate Company, Winter Park, Horida
J. WALTER TUCKER, JR., President, Tucker
& Branham, Inc., Winter Park, Horida
HAROLD A. WARD III, Winderweedle,
Haines, Ward, Woodman, P.A., Winter
Park, Horida
JOEL R. WELLS, JR., President and Chief
Executive Officer, Sun Banks, Inc.,
Orlando, Florida
*'Alumni Trustee
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, 1985-1986
R. RANDOLPH LYON, JR. '71, President
TIMOTHY E. ACKLEY '70
THEODORE B. ALFOND '70
LORI CARLMAN BOOKER '77
DANIEL L. CARR '64
LINDA QUALLS COFFIE '62
C. BARTH ENGERT '60
DAVID H. LORD '69
GERRY LANGFORD LOUDERMILK '66
NAN S. McHENRY '76
JUNE REINHOLD MYERS '41

JAMES H. ROBINSON '55
ROBERT F. STONEROCK, JR. '69
MARITA STUEVE VAN DYCK '38
PAUL F. VONDER HEIDE '83
Alternates:
DIANA I. CHRISSIS '83
JOHN B. FABER '75
LINDA E. LUSK '78
ROLLINS ALUMNI COUNCIL
NORMAN C. GROSS '56, Upper Montclair,
NJ, Chairman
VIRGINIA MENDINHALL BARDEN '66,
Baton Rouge, LA
J. CARTER BEESE, JR. '78, Ruxton, MD
M. CRAIG CRIMMINGS '81, Orlando, FL
CHRISTOPHER C. DOMIJAN '78, Houston,
TX
LYN FIDAO FLEISCHHACKER '70,
Clarendon Hills, IL
DOROTHY AUBINOE GRIFFITH '48, Coral
Gables, FL
CHARLES A. GUNDELACH '48, Atherton,
CA
MARY CHERYL FULLER HARGROVE '70,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
ROBERT B. HEINEMANN, '66, Fairfax, VA
KIRK C. KIRKORIAN, JR. '69, Greenwich,
CT
JAMES L. LEVY '61, White Plains, NY
BERTRAM T. MARTIN, JR. '72, Tampa, FL
DANIEL P. MATTHEWS '55, Atlanta, GA
EDWARD E. MAXCY '66, Chestertown, MD
RUTH MAKEMSON McCULLOUGH '68,
Evanston, IL
ANN SCHUTT MURPHY '82, Dallas, TX
WILLIAM R. MYERS '69, Bradenton, FL
PETER E. POWELL '77, Kansas City, MO
THOMAS G. SACHA '67, Tampa, FL
KENNETH L. SALMON '63, Pittsburgh, PA
SHARON SIEGENER '66, Sedan, KS
PETER B. SHOLLEY, Wellesley Hills, MA
GARDNER P. SISK '71, Manchester, MA
WILLIAM S. TODMAN '78, Los Angeles,
CA
ADIS M. VILA '74, Washington, D.C.

"ROLLINS CENTENNIAL SKETCHBOOK'
I would like
poster(s) at the special Centennial price of
$18.85 each and
poster(s) specially signed by three Rollins
presidents at $100 each. Add $1.00 for postage and handling.
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone
Mail to: Alumni House, Campus Box 2736, Rollins College, Winter Park,
Florida 32789. Checks should be made payable to Rollins College.
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The limited edition "Rollins Centennial Sketchbook" poster is available through the Alumni
Office at the special Centennial price of S18.85 each. Shown above is one of 100 prints
specially signed by three Rollins presidents—Hugh F. McKean, lack B. Critchfield, and
Thaddeus Seymour—which may be purchased for S100 each. See order blank on inside
back cover.

